Daily Pilot by unknown

Bv Wl\L lt:I~ BURROUGHS 
flt the o;:iily f '"rl st~n 
The Unl\P.t's;ty uf Cat1torni<l, Jrvire, is now 
a. fact ·1\lo jongf r is it fl dream. 
fhe first of 1he llnivcrsity roaQs have been 
installed and r1aved. Water and sewage linr s 
bave been pluvided. Grading for the first unlt. 
the ,....entral c~mpus, hqs been romp1eted. Foun-· 
d3ti0ns are in place and magnificent buildjnrs 
3re risi:t~g on the thous;md acres that, less than 
four years ago, werP ,grazing and farm land. 
w1ste ;ind Pven :::i conntv cl11m p. 
Thjs week we dedicate thP new University. 
Its opening i1J the alltumn r.f next ,vf'ar , 1965, is 
assure,i 
The result~ of the establishment of thi 
great. new r0at t1f hir.:her learn1n.e; will be so far 
reachiag thev arP almo~t incone:eivable 
Onr citiP::; and our eounty will never be the 
Saffie again--8nd f iP Ch£1.'1geS Wj]] be for the 
better . 
I am one of those who knew UCLA before if 
was bniJt rind Westwood was "way out in the 
eouritry." T7ny1 V/::lS a mere 37 years ago. 
No onr in Los Angeles could envision the 
profound effect ·1pon the future of the cit'y and 
f'onntv of L-:~ Ang~les It was simply beyond 
f'1(.)ir- nnwPr~ 0f jm;'.}rri.nation. Today no one would 
"''"':H:;tio,1 th~t alJ pf Los Anp,e]Ps is diffP,rent ancl 
r "+t0,.. h0r~n'"(• TWT t\ rPnl~r.erl the small "Sontb-
f''t'11 Branch' of the University of Berkeley. 
Jor.at?.rl <in ~. tmy plot of ground on North. Ver-
rnnnt A ven11e. 
Ri:st evidence.of this inahilitv of the hunrnn 
mind fo envi:::-ion rn v;:i<>t an E"ffoct is UCLA itself, 
twl:w. 
Grievous Prrors were made in its planniM!. 
J\11 nst--ho.11efullv all-of these errors and defi-
ci f)n~ies h;.'lve br,~n avoiderl in the gargantuan 
pl:'n fnr the Un 1verc;;;ity of C~liiornia. Irvine_. As 
3 rPsiult it j~ mnr~ th;;n possible th::it the Umver~ 
r;+v ()>+" 0.._11+,.n:i ;:l . JrvinP rr1,,v ult; '""::!tP.lv heco·niC 
the greatest scat of higher learning in the 
entirP w0rld. 
f)f one i hin~ there ic;; nG cloubt. If the neopJe 
of OranP.e Countv are foresighted enough and 
wi.mnf!. tn takP adv~ntarre of t}lP thousanc1s of 
0,,.nortH nit.ies thP Universi1 v will bring them, 
thP.V wiJJ b<> ~h o h"n<?fi 0 i~1ri'-'c;; 0f ::i 111ulti-hi1Jjon 
dnlfar Je·P::H'V 
'fhe eecmomic benefits will be tremendous. 
J-fo(h1v tech11ical research ancl rnanufacturin,g 
facilities ar~ f(l'l;er to be near a maior seat of 
Jpq1·..,infl. 'T'h~;r · f;cient1sts find stimulation and 
rhaJlenP.'e by b~jng in close association with 
Ur1ivPrsity sf'foniic:ts ::mfl reS'earchers. 
The caliber of the Irvine faculty is alread) 
manifof:t. Vi~e-Clianr:elJor Ivan Hinderaker ha 
recrnite,i soPw elf th~ finest. minds in the world 
1o form its c:.idre. 
Economic benefits. of course, will not be 
eonfinerl to bringing Orange County new_ a~d 
simerior industries who will wish to be w1thm 
Q11i~k ddving distance of the University. The 
p')nulatlon !:'lt the new city of Irvine-the Univer-· 
sity city-will be wP,ll over 100,000 almost be-
fore vou um realize what will be happening. 
And vou n<'r.rJ onlv to look at Westwood or, per~ 
1-i'ln<;. foe University distrif't of Seattle to know 
t Sh 
De· -f t 
1.he caliber ;md income 1evc1 of 1be type of fam-· 
jlv th1t is r1n1wri to ::i. Univf'r"ity c0mmw1it .1. 
Both Costa Mesa and Newport. Beach, par-· 
tienlarlv. will cir ... rivP- trcrne 11dous m~rchandising 
bl')Yl/')fit. 
Perham; one of the greatest benefits that: 
1'1° Univer~itv rmi offer is a con~tant une:radin.g 
f\f thP av<'~aQ~ intPllertnal l1~veJ of thll cities and 
('''"'mn1111ities cantignous to it. This c~'.:'.cur · 
f l-irq11;Ih no orgo11j7pf1 effort . hv the TJniversitv. 
n·th2r th::in 11 '· ff~sident extension courses. Jt 
21lwflv-:; ''.i11c;;t ~iarpens ,. 
A grp;:it Lmi vt-rsitv also elevates the cultural. 
Jevel of its imrnr<iiate communjty and of sur-· 
rounnin,g romir1t1nitir.c;;, 
In the case of the University of California, 
Jrvi11e, then. wil, be a Univer~ity city called 
"'1rvine.'' Yr•t ~h~ phn js snch that both Cost<, 
J\tf "<;;::l and Newport Beach will be so close to the 
hnr~ers of th0 < amnus thev will share the ben-· 
€"'its in the yi;3rs ahPad. · 
Bera use of 1 he extraordinary interest 0f 
Ch3'tJf'c1llnr D;-1!1jPJ G. Aldrjch in musk in art. 
in architecture e1nd, particularJy jn . tudying and 
te3(!hi'1g how p i>ple may live better and happier 
Jins through land planning. the University of 
California, Irvin~. wm be the center Of many 
cultural effo1 tf'. ciri'l wm )Petvrn many more in 
adjac0nt cities 
Th2 late, great Benjamin Ide Wheeler, year 
ago the president of the University of California, 
wrote a book entitled "The Abtindant Life." It 
is my hone th:J this new University may lead the 
peopl8 uf Orrnge County to live abundant lives-
Jive~ which are not necessarily overly rich in . 
physical possc.ss1ons but rich in the en.ioyment 
of reading of gn.;at books, hearing great musk) 
~e9dn,e; fine drama. viewing truly grPat art. 
Yes, tlJe Unjversity of California, Irvine 
ha a great de~tiny. That dec;tiny will be fuJ-
fiJIP.d: ' . 
(1) If later members of the board of direc-
tors of the Irvine Co. adhere t1J the master plan 
which the mesent board· Jfas adopted-and if 
these new members hold fast to the concept of 
an "i~t~.il' University community. 
(2) If UC President Clark Kerr's present 
and future surrogates on the Irvine campus con-
tinue to move resolutely toward achievement of 
Dr. Kerr's visio11 of a magnificent center of high~ 
er learnin,g. (For, make no mistake, the vision 
was his. He :ilso envisioned great futures of use~ 
fulness for t.he other campusPs, but for Irvine 
he foresaw a special and a blessed mission.) 
(3) If city governments and future mem-
bers of the Orange County Board of Supervisors 
honor their commitments made to the University 
~to engage in no petty politkking-to attempt 
no nibbling ~nncxations-to give the University 
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T d11y, fl'JW t 
uld Mean to Ve: 
the necessarv protecfirp1 ~'"!ains1 1hr rli~t a 
of iet overfli ghtr;. 
( 41 If futlp·e assessors as~es~ \\ i Iv 
f'~~lit~blv all over the county and, particul 
df) not fore~ by overtaxntion too rapid de 
rn~.,t of the Universit.:v rommunit,v ];ind. 
li'ORTUNE magazrne published an 
nn ·n1e Irvinr. C0mpcmy in its November, 
issue. Include1] was fl very short and, c 
n1rnnt1'T, ind~fin.iti.ve ar.con!1t of how the U 
.sitv W<lS brcmrih1 to Irvine. ~ince then many 
n1e, re·memhnin(! the long camnaign wae 
1hP. DAILY PILO'T' h ~eCP'!'·e th" llnivPr l 
thjs ('lrea, have asked for the fu11 story. 
One tlf my most ~herished oossession 
note from Pr~sid~nt Clark Kerr in his own 
f'f')''JDP.r·nlate li.andwritin.g which givflS rre 
th~ DAILY PILOT and me for leading the 
p'lif1':1 trJ i;;ernn:. the TJniv0rsit.v f0r thi 
'' ~Ti'i'.hout vou" hP. wr0tc, ''iherf: nrobahlv 
h·wi:! h~en no Universitv of C<ilifornia. Irvi 
Actually it was an anthoJ0.ffy of effort 
TP,sulted in tliP. focation of tlie Univer i 
C':l lif')rnia. I··vine. 
And a hcrojc effort it had to be. Not 
were 1 '1e direr·tors of the Irvine Co. not sol 
makjng a gif1 of 1.he land but the Regent h 
be [)ersuaded to accent it if offered. 
To meet Lhe tremendous uprnrgp in d 
for higher Pducation in California both the 
collegp .system Pn<i the Univer:;;itv h:in pro1 
new rampusr.s. 1'hP. Cost:.'l. Me~a Ch mb 
Commerce had tried to get the state colleg 
at Fnllcrton for this area. 
We al the DAILY PILOT !or as it w 
called the Globe-Herald and Pilot) lea1 ned 
the Univershv of California had 01 oject 
campus for "+he 5outhp:-ast Los Angele 
Orange County pr"·~." We decided to se 
\Ve could dr . 
I talked to the late Myford Jrvine, Mik 
ognized that if the Irvine Co. were to 
gift of the land the company would gain 
times the value o.f the gift. But, he told me 
he thought it wa:) impossible to ronvinrc am 
ity of the board of directors. 
I c.heckecl with friends at the Univer 1 
California and discovered that ct majorit of 
Regents was even less enf husiastiL about 
Irvine location than the lrvjne clircdor1, if 
was possible. It looked hopeless. 
The Regents felt that a location on th 
Ranch was ~oo remote. from what they 
ered the popnl:1tion center of the area 
served. 
Mo.re for-seeing was· President Clark 
He recognized that the population tenter 
constantly shifting and that, in a relatively 
time (compared to the lifetime of a Univ 
the population center would shift so th 
Irvine location would be ideal. 
In the summer of 1958 I talked to Dr. 
Without revealing his leaning toward the 
Jocation he asked me to talk to William Pe 
at that time a member of the firm of Pere' 
Luckman. This firm had been commissio 
develop criteria for an "ideal" University 
then to find locations. It was evident that 
three projected sites on the Irvine ranch m 
of the criteria . Another, while lacking o 
FIVE WHO LED. 
When the UniveDsity of California, lryinf, 
existed only in thought, it was visualized cleat· 
est in the minds of five persons who :geu.erally 
are credited with bringing it to Orange C1ounty: 
Pretty, scrappy Joan Irvine (right}, p·rqyd 
bearer of the ~ame which the new cam1pU\ 
commemorates. 
Walter Burroughs, then publisher of the 
DAILY PILOT, now its chairm.an of the board. 
E. J. "Brick" Power, perhaps the most loyal 
-~~!vmnus ever produced by the University. 
Richard T. Hanna, now Congressman from 
Orange County, then Assemblyman. 
John A. Murdy Jr., Orange Coun'ty's retiring 
member of the California Sta'te Senate, 
~he ~'nobility" of the first site might be as suit .. 
~ble and perhaps would be easier to develop. 
That autumn I made an appointment with 
A. J. McFadden, then vica president of the 
[rvine Co. With me l ' took P. A. Palmer of th~ 
Newport-Balboa Savings and Loan Association 
and Howard B. Lawson, developer of Los 
A.ngeles~ Miracle Mile and several outstanding 
Orange County enterprises. 
They urged Mr. McFadden to give 1,000 
acres as the proprietors of other sites were offer-
ing. He shook his head. 
Mr. Lawson and Mr. Palmer then said 
they would fcrm a group which would either buy 
approximately l?,,000 acres from the Irvine Co. 
or buy ImpPrial Valley land to exchange for it. 
The group then would give a thousand 
f.iCres to thf' University, provide 600 acres for 
low-cost faculty and married student housing, as 
provided for in the Pereira plan, and develop the 
rest into the envisioneri "irleal" University com-
munity. 
Mr. McFadden said "no .'' 
They then proposed to buy or exchange for 
1,000 acres for the campus providing the Irvine 
Company would give the civic group a master 
l~ase on the needed 600 acres plus 10,000 acres 
.fo r the "ideal" community. 
Again a plain "no'' from Mr. McFadden. 
Here at the DAILY PILOT we were pretty 
glum. Then two breaks came our way. First, 
President Clark Kerr got E. J. "Brick" Power 
and me toge~her. We clicked from the first and 
worked as a team. Next, I met Joan Irvine. 
That was in February, 1959. We had the same 
firm of attorneys in Los Angeles- Loeb and 
LoeJb. They suggested we get together. 
Joan s<1w instantly what the University 
would do for the Irvine Co. as well as for the 
communitie.:; near the proposed campus. 
"I need .rnme proof that Newport Beach, 
Costa Mesa and Laguna Beach really want the 
University/' she told me. 
"How about a· mass meeting?" I asked. 
ll y l?lllO'T UNIVERSITY DEDICATION ~ssue 
''How long would it take to or~anize one?f~ 
~'Oh, two or three weeks," I r eplied. . 
"Not soon enough," she snapped. "It has 
to be before next Friday ." 
Five days! 
Brick and I and my secretary, Mrs. Mildred 
Sw:mson, went to work. 
The largest place we could find was the 
Villa Mc1rina. The big room was filled. So was 
the rest of the restaurant. And there was a tr~ 
~dous overflow into the parking 19~. _ 
That irnon there was or,e:anized the FRIENDS 
8F THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA IN RANGE COUNTY. Brick was the president. 
Before we we1·e finished nearly 50,000 people 
!had signed cards or coupons or harl telephoned 
in their stlp1port. 
There ·N'.1S no doubt that the people of ths 
southern . part of the county w!:"lnted the Univer· 
sity. 
Joan went to work on the company direc· 
tors. It was rough going. Finally she persuaded 
them to o£for 650 acres . 
The problem then shifted to trying to con-
vince the R<-!gents. There were many far ... seeing 
members but there were some who couldn't 
~oneeive of : ~.oing way out into the country .~' 1 
Gerald J. Lynch, then head of Ford Aeronutromc 
talked to the Regents singly and en masse. 
We were just making some progress when 
it turned out that land had been sold for a 
cemetery in the middle of the preferred site. 
~oan proposed another site, offered the cemetery 
people water and a road to the new site which 
had quite as fine a view as the first site. The 
i!emeterians refused and quickly brought in some 
.bodies and burird them to insure their hold on 
the first site . 
Once again it looked as if we were whipped. 
But Bill Per eira was able to show that the pres · 
1~nt site 1 while l acking the view of the ocean still 
had gtcat <'nobHity" and because its tenain 
Continued on Page 4'1 
Program 
8:00 a.m. - Roads to campus open 
11:30 am. - President's helicopter arrives 
11: 45 a.m. - Dedication ceremonies begin 
Marine Corps Color Guard and National Anthem 
OPENING REMARKS 
Chancellor Daniel G. Aldricl1 Jr. 
University of CaUfornia, Irvine 
INVOCATION 
fbe Rev. Edwin C. Gomke 
Corona del Mar Community Church 
lNJ:'RODlJ CT IONS 
Dr. Clark Kerr 
President, University of California 
WELCOMING SPEECHES 
Edmund G. Brown 
Governor of California 
Edward W. Carter 
Chairman., Board of Regents , 
Unrver.sity of California 
William Phillips 
Chairm~m, Orange County 
Board of Supervisors 
ADDRESS 
The Honorable Lyndon B. Jolrnson 
President of the United States 
UNVE'ILING OF PLAQUE 
President Johnson 
PRESENTATION OF SCROLL 
Chancellor Aldrich 
SINGl:NG OF UNIVERSITY HYMN 
12. SO pm. - President's heHcopter departs 
.Mt.ts'W will be provided by the 200--voice Orange 
County High School Honor Choir and the Third 
Marine i\Jrcraft Wing Band from El Toro 
lVfarine Corps Air Station . 
~T 11"001( a ~ong time for the exd~emen-t to 
I rea ~~ Y' reiich · -home. -We at the DAI LY 
P ~ l01J" !have been reporting the d y-to-day 
adhvntlles o·f our new university since , .. wel ~ , 
sinr.e ut wasn°t even there ... and we may 
have fost sight occasionally of its tremendous 
amroiressiveness. if we did lose this awareness, 
mt has 1returned after preparinq thns speda ~ 
ser.:Hoin commemoratinq the decHcatinn nf the 
UnaversHy of Ca!ifornia, Irvine. 
Tlhe membe rs of the staH who uni·er~ 
vi-ewed, wrote, photoqraphed and res~·- rched 
the words and pictu r~s which went info t·his 
s<ecfo:m were anyth1 i"q but blase ab . ut UC~ 
wheirn publicatio day arrived. We were 
indivech..JJaUy ampresscd with what we lhad 
frmnd; aind m am even more im~r~~---d wHh 
wh~~ we foll.llnd c')lle!:tively. 
lf"lne 91reatness of UCI will ~ie in 1i'fs her-
Hagil! ·h·om a great university system, un i·~s 
uni111UJe 11·1H·al be qit ninq, in Dts imaginative 
desugll"il, ii n iits fine people and- yes, you ca 1111 
a ~ re dy feel it- its sriirit. 
We lhope these words and plhotog ira!Plhs 
!have captu red some of this spi rit and ·tlhat 
yo11.U s ~11 a re ou r enthusiasm and 1respiect ·fo~· 
H11 ~ ll!J1nber snt y of Ca lifornia, ~r 1Htne . 
Pulbllisher 
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CHANCELLOR DANIEL G. ALDRICH EXPRESSES SELF WITH HANDS WORDS. FACE 
Ai\r INTERV'IEW WITH. CHANCELLOR ALDRICH 
UCI Faces the Challenge 
Q. Dr. Aldrich, what" are the three most 
pressing problems the University has before it 
opens in the fa II .of 1965? 
A. First, bringing together a staff of th 
quality and in number sufficient to make this 
C"'Pl'l')US worthy of the academic traditions of the 
University of California. This institution will only . 
~e as good as the faculty we bring in. 
Second is seeing to it that the physical facili-
ties that will house the staff and the students are. 
available when we open. We will need buildings 
to house the 110-plus faculty 'members that we, 
eY.PPr-i to start with in the fall 9f 1965. 
Third, is the processing of the admission 
annlkations to the University, the acquainting 
of the students, high schools, junior colleges in 
anrl out of the state with the fact that Irvine will 
ooen .. the iob of sE'l'-'ctiJ1 g thP qualified students 
for ri;iniic:si0n. · 
Q. What will be the three most pre~siing 
pr~bB~""" following the opening? · 
A. Obviously the first is that shake-down 
per~od th(:lt comes when you have all of your 
staff. students and faculty gathered within the 
ph~1si.cal plant. The job of setting this machinery 
in motion, the educational process, the academic 
pro~r-nm certainly will be our immediate concern. 
0.. Another? 
A. We will be interested in seeing how the 
curriculum that has been devised, the courses 
th<lt have been outlined and prepared and are 
bP1ng presented-how they work out in terms 
of both the instructor and the student. I certainly 
sh()nld in~lude in our tasks before opening the 
pre11aration this summer of the entire course 
pr oP"ram before 1965. Another concern is the 
eval111tion of the nature of school and life here 
on the campus-the interaction between town 
and gown or between the community and 
campn~ . 
0 . You speak ·of tl1e h11t·eraction of town am11 
A. Well; I look upon one of the primary pur-
poses of the University as the contribution to 
the community-th_e staffing with people who 
are concerned about sharing ·the excitement 
which they experience in exploring their particu-
lar subject fields not only with undergraduate 
and graduate students. but also with the people 
in the c·ommunity. 
Q. Can you give us. an example? 
·A. The fact that in the biological sciences 
for agriculture and medi'cine, there has been a 
long history ·of the contribution of a campus to 
the knowledge and technology used by the pro-
fessions of agriculture and medicine. I . feel very 
· strongly that in the social sciences, in the human-
mes, in the fine arts , a similar contribution can 
be made because more and·more today are people 
concerned with the quality dimensi0ns of their 
life. 
Q. Will the curricu~um of UCI be tailored! to 
tlhie University's location in regard to ge~graphy 
a111dl the economy of the· area? 
· A. We have given particular thought to the 
character of the area in which we will exist, and 
the immediate example is the School of Engin.· 
eering, and the· choice of the two areas of engi-
neering upon which we shall concentrate 
initially. 
Newport Beach, Costa Mesa 
Huntington Beach, California 
.. :-
Robert N. Weed, Publisher 
Thomas Keevi1, Editor 
Ci>pyrighl', 1~64, Orange Co01sf Publishing Company 
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Q. What are. they? 
A. We will concentrate on systems engim 
fog and on electronics engineering. We ch 
systems engineering as an initial focus be ca 
we have ·an opportunity here to set in motio 
progriam that hopefuIIy will complement e:li 
ing programs. 
Q. What do you mean by sysf em1 e~i 
eedn~? · ' · 
I am mindful that we have e.ngineei 
schools capable of producing engineers who 
do the work to impound water from one par 
· the state, to .produce the machinery that 
pump the water, to .conduct and distribute 
That's not t}le problem. 
Q What is the problem? 
A. It's the political, e:conomic, social i , 
tutions that relate tO" the conduct of water fl 
one part of the state to another. And whethe1 
not the economy of the area to which this w 
will be delivered can afford water of this 
and quality. It also gets into the matter of 
tical ·and social implications when one proce 
to pick up a national resource that occurs in 
location and move it to another. Today the e 
neer is concerned not only with the_ buildinE 
the production of an item that is designed to 
of assistance to man. He is further conceli 
with what that item does to man and the soo 
of which he is a part. 
Q. This is systems engineerh1g? 
A. Yes, the combining of the hardware 
the software of the item that the engineer 
signs and produces, with the political, social 
economic implications, I call systems enginee 
And I feel that the program of engineering w 
~ntegrates and brings together-the sodal scien 
the humanities, along with the physical scie 
·and the biological sciences, .is most approp 
for a program in environmental engineering. 
systems concept is to .be the very heart of 
I expect to see developed here at Irvine~nv · 
mental engineering. 
THURSDAYn JUNE 1 
·1~000 
Q. IOo you envision ·that fo indude ·the con· 
version of sea water? 
A. This is cer tainly a possibility. As yoll. 
perhaps are aware, there will be developed here 
on the carnpus, and in the town to develop 
rtround it, a water treatment program :in which 
all of the sewage effluent will be treated and 
reused for irrigating the green. belt area. Here is 
nne of the great opportunities for conserving the 
water resources of this state. · 
Q. What about ·that. second engineering 
'•eld - electronics? 
A. We recognize in Southern California 
there is a. tremendous industry related to elec-
tronics. We are· interested in developing · in om· 
1en~ineering school here the resources of man· 
power and talent which will enable us to produce 
capable electronics engineers. 
Q. Wouldn't :1uch :a !ichool attract industry 
u well? 
A. We are aware that the electronics :indus-
tries locate where their staffs can have access 
to continuing education opportunities, contact 
with a university that has physicists,, mathema-
ticians and scientists in various fields. 
Q. Do you intend ·to compete with Scrippi 
-and Santa Barbara in marine biology? 
A. In the planning of our curriculum in the 
biological sciences, we are bringing to this 
camous men who have been pursuing one area or 
another of physiology and who have been partic· 
ularly interes~~d in the physiology of marine life. 
ThP fact that this resource exists at our door 
makes it possible for us to attract outstanding 
staff who would otherwise not be interested. 
Q. At what rate do you expect the Univ(er:a-
ity . to grow? 
A. It is our best estimate that Irvine will be 
growing at the rate of 1,000 to 1,500 students 
annually for the next 20 years. As these students 
come to our campus and will be pursuing a var-
iety of subject fields, it is necessary that we have 
the physical resources to accommodate them. 
Q. How far ahead do you plan for ·thas~ 
resources? 
A. We are continually involved in projecting 
in five-year increments the physical facilities 
necessary . . . We have recently submitted our 
1965-70 estimate. By 1970, we expect to have 
h:--tween 5,000 and 6,000 students here. 
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•~500 .New Students a Ye 
Q. What will lbe ·the 1proporHon of graduate 
s tudents? 
A. In the early days, about one third of the 
enrollment will be graduate students, one third 
will be upper division and one third lower divis· 
ion. According to the master plan, the ratio of the 
upper division to lower division :in the UniverS· 
ity must approach 60-40. 
Q. You mean there will be more seniors and 
;oniors than freshmen and sophomores? 
A. Yes, the junior colleges and state col-
leges are provided to care for the bulk of the 
lower division students. 
Q. Why such a hiqh proportion of graduate 
students ttt the outset? 
A. There will be graduate students here at 
Irvine probably before we open our doors. Some 
of the men who are coming here to assist us in 
planning and development prior to that time, will 
be bringing their programs with them, including 
some graduate students. 
Q. Wh.y the emphasis on ·the graduate work? 
A. The stated role of U of Cal in the master 
plan of higher education is the provision for 
graduate work - master's degrees and specific·  
ally the Ph.D. degree. UC, among the tax-sup· 
ported institutions of higher education, is the 
sole Ph.D. granting agency. 'The master plan, 
however, provides for joint Ph.D. offerings b~­
tween the University and the State Colleges. 
Q. What are the inducements offered in 
your ·faculty recruiting program? 
A. There are three that really are attraC· 
tive. First, they are being invited to a campus 
of the University of California. Second, energetic, 
enthusiastic, productive people are always de·· 
lighted to take a look at a new opportunity, par-
ticularly if they come on the scene at a time 
when they can be part of the planning and de· 
velooment. Third, the location in Southern Cali· 
fornia couldn't be more favorable . The land·· 
scape, the surroundings, the ocean, the climate 
are a very important matter. And as we recruit 
in t he middle of winter, we're surprised how 
much enthusiasm can be produced by a clear, 
sparkling, sunshiny day in this area. 
Q. Will faculty members at UCI be required 
to publish to survive? 
A. The publish-or-perish notion. I think 
there is nothing out of order in insisting that the 
people who come here have a responsibility to 
share the results of their effort to teaching and 
publication process. If a person will not pass on 
through written material to others the essence 
of his studies and his investigations, then he is 
not a par ticularly productive member of society. 
I don't think the University is a place where 
people come to explore ideas :in one field or 
another of knowledge and can be content that the 
public is going to finance them in the exploration, 
and simply allow the ideas they generate to die 
with the man. 
We have a responsibility, if given the op. 
portunity to explore ideas, to share them. This 
is how we become productive members of society. 
It is this attitude that underlies my concern that 
this campus not be somethin~ surrounded by 
ivy-covered walls within which the egghead pur-
sues his particular interest oblivious to what goes 
on in the world Clbout him. 
Q. Where does Irvine fit into ·the scfleme of 
·things as far as other campuses are iconcerned? 
A. I have been greatly concerned that the 
peoole of California know that Irvine is interest-
ed immediately in producing an array of educa· 
tion opportunitv that will meet the needs of auali-
fied students. That is why at the outset we have 
established a College of Arts, Letters and 
Sciences. We have chosen initially to have a 
School of Engineering because we wanted a pro-
fessional school at Irvine the day it opens its 
doors. We have established the Graduate School 
of Administration as part of the academic com-
·plex hecause in the areas of public administra·· 
tion , business administration, educational admini-
str:1t1nn, graduate work is most important today. 
We have done everything that we have 
known how to do with the resources that we 
have and with the initial complement of staff and 
building, to develop an image that Irvine is a 
general campus of the University of Calif()mia. 
Q. What is this Graduate School .of Admini·  
stration? 
A. We firmly believe that whether you are 
administering a public institution, a private in-
stitution, a private enterprise or an educational 
one, or a scientific one, that there is a hard 
core of information pertinent to the organizati.on-
al theory, psychology, sociology, economics. that 
undergirds any administrative responsibility. 
Rather than having a School of Business l\ r' . 
ministration or a School of Public Adminis.,iu-
tioit or trying to carry on administration within 
the school or college of education, we are pro·  
vidin g this new setup. 
In the Graduate School of Administration, 
all would come together, but as they chose, to 
Continued on Page 3 ·1 
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By l.ES WAGNER 
O~ the Oaily ,.ilot Staff 
F'I'()m his desk in an austere office on 
San Joaquin Road Dr. Daniel Gaskill Aldrich 
Jr. r("(;l:O gaze at the brown hills where the 
University of California, Irvine, has begun to 
rise. 
He is responsible, as chancellor, for 
developing a. new campus from bare ground 
to fully operating institution in something 
sh-0rter than an instant. For this reason, his 
glances at construction progress are brief and 
infrequent. 
For the youthful chancellor has ]earned 
io discipline himself, a trait fitting for one 
from the Granite State. 
- "J could work here at this desk 24 hours 
a day, 365 days a year, but that's not going to 
be good for me or for anyone else," be says. 
~·so l simply have to discipline myself to do 
vtber things." 
The odds are high that these other 
things still concern UCI for the energetic 
~dministrator is a veteran of the luncheon 
dub circuit and the civic dinner meetings. 
Dr. Aldrich, who will be 46 on July 12,, 
lrns the build of a discus thrower (which he 
was), with just a suggestion of embonpoint 
'1t the belt line. There is a touch of gray at 
the teniples of his brown hair, parted deep 
on the left side .. 
How does he keep in such top physical 
shape while carrying the burden of mountain 
mover? You learn, for instance, he's a r1on-
smoker, non-drinker: 
"My outlet is physical sports of one kind 
or '1J1other," he replies. "I pursue them both 
~s '1 participant and as a spectator. l p1ay 
tennis as often as I can get out to the court, 
tJither at night or at 6 o'clock in the morn~ 
ing." 
But since competition isn't always 2vaiJ .. 
11.bJe at the crack of ·dawn, he devotes U 
minutes each morning to the Royal Canadian 
Air F'orce exericse programs - a strenuous 
'1ssortment of motions for those conscious of 
keeping fit. 
. Born in Northwood, New Hampshire, Dr. 
.Aldrich took his bachelor of science degree 
at the College ·of A.griculture, University of 
Rhode. Island, in 1939. A master of science 
degree from the University of Arizona foJ~ 
lowed in 1941, his doctorate in philosophy 
from the University of Wisconsin in 1943. 
Whi1e at Rhode Island U, he was presi-
flent of his senior class, manager ·of the year-
book, taptain of the track team (iavelin and. 
iliscus), a member of Phi Gamma Delta . 
He joined the University of CaUfornia as 
a junior chemist in the Citrus ·Experiment 
Sfation at Riverside in 1943 and then went 
off to war in the infantry. He emerged after 
thre€ years of service with the rank of 
major and 1s still in the reserves. (He was 
p10moted to lieutenant-colonel last May 4). 
Mflitary service behind him, Dr _ Aldrkh 
lH:' ~.Jn the long academic climb-professor of 
~:0j1s and chemfr;t in the agricultlff31 e:xperi·· 
----nt f-;i,(.Jtion , ch::ifrm:m of soi]s ;md pfant 
--~~~--------~ ~ - - -
nutrition on the· Davis and Berkelf'y 
campuses. 
In 1953, he was named university rlean 
of agriculture, which meant he ruled the 
a~ricultural teaching programs at D:wis, 
B ;rkeley, Riverside and Los Angeles. He 
tHrected the· statewide agricultural e;peri·· 
ment station with activities on four campuses 
a ld a network of field stations. He cal1ed the 
turns for the Agricultural Extension Service, 
with farm advisors and home advisors serving 
55 of the state's 58 counties. 
As university dean of agriculture, Dr. 
Aldrich served as a member of the cabinet 
of President Clark Kerr and was named by 
C: wernor Brown to serve on the California 
State Board of Agriculture. 
The Board of Regents, shopping around. 
for a ball of fire in man's garb, had no besi-· 
tation in tapping Dr. Aldrich as chanceJlor of' 
its ·newly authorized University of Ca1ifornia,. 
Irvine, on Jan .. 19, 1962. A year later, be 
P10ved to Corona del Mar. (Now a new home 
is being built for the chancellor in Dover 
Shores). 
His professional and honorary mern her-· 
ships are almost beyond count, most. of them 
stemming from his professional bent -· mil 
chemistry. 
He takes bis civic chores seriously, a~ be· 
fits an active and outgoing individual. 
He is. on. the board of directors of Pf'leific 
School of Religion 1 Berkeley; the Orange 
County Philharmonic Society. For two terms 
he was moderator of the Congregational 
Churches of the Southwest, he was deacon of 
the First Congregational Church of Berkeiey, 
frequently delivers Sunday sermon8 ~t vcir-
ious parishes of his church. 
He also is active in the Orange Empire 
E-)y Scouts, and , while at UCR, wa.s prcsi-· · 
d ~nt of the Riverside Settlement Association 
2nd councilor of the Riverside Council Clf Girl 
Scoutc;:: . 
For nine yea.rs he coached Litt.Je League 
b1seball teams in Riverside, Davis and Berk-
eley but no longer does he have ti1 2 Juxury 
nr tirne:-for such enjoyment. 
When he first came to Orange co·unty 
Dr. Aldrich ·frequently joined staff rncrnbe:>rs 
h a -,1oontimc game of b3rnyard goJf., or 
-~------' _______________ _. !,. 
p11tte1m·ifri1f!J/ F11011"'seshoes. 
tetrti'li111L ~ff expE((jfl<ling Hf e's ' tHetuai 
~1/lJ,([f£1meeH,IMt alclrich is 
t@f pllltYJSieal anti/ 
tm~lL il,t@1/l1 _, fJJfri1 f],ftf,(ij @ff dif! t•fttlH 
CHI 
horseshoe pitching. He has had to giv£ th 
up because of countless speaking engag 
men ts .. 
He tries to take bis wife, the form 
.Jean Hamilton, on trips when he is called o 
of town. An active person herself, Mrs. 
~dc_h provides able competition on t 
tennis court. 
Each summer, they get the chil 
together .and he·ad for the Lair of the 
.summer camp. Daniel m, now 20, is a 
dent at UC Davis, where he has just won 
second letter in tennis. Elizabeth, 17, atten 
Corona del Mar High School, and Stuart, bo 
in 1950, is in junior high school. 
A typical week will include several vis 
to various communities in Orange County, 
trip to Berkeley, ·and once or twice a month, 
trip out of state on UCI business, or a 
speaker or participant in an academic 
forence. 
. On a typical weekend, Dr. Aldrich 
to find. time for two or three sets of te 
·an occasional round of golf. He rarely spe 
time at his desk on weekends-(that 
pline, again)-but he does take work h 
with him, principally speeches. 
He. is a loquacious man with a h 
laugh. He is so bubbling with his subj 
is hard at times to shut off. 
The whole family enjoys sailing. D 
rich owns a Lido-14 but doesn't go 
competition. 
"He can't havt' much borne Jifi 
interviewer scribbled in an aside to 
r ich aide. 
~'I'd say quite a Jot under the 
sttm f'es, '.' he wrote back. 
· That's because an active man 
alert mind, who became a top ad · 
strictly thr ough dealing with peo 
fo::irned bow to cut hi~ 1imE· into Jittl 
00 : : :7.: . u •••• -
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By l'HOMA.S A. M.URPHIN£ 
C)t l'lif D.;iHy fUd St:iff 
ON A WINTER'S EVENING AT DUSK PEOPLE OF THE CITY PAUSE AND LOOK WEST AS A RUBY SUN DIPS TOWARD THE PACIFIC , 
THE UNIVERSITY'S CENTRUM SPIRE. IS SILHOUETTED AGAINST A PINK AND CRIMSON SKY . • • AT THAT SPECIAL MOMENT. ALL 
THE ORANGE COAST IS BATHED IN A SPECIAL TWILIGHT OF MAGIC ... IN THE DISTANCE, CHIMES OF THE CENTRUM TOLL T 
HOUR ANf) LIGHTS TWINKLE ON ACROSS THE TOWN ... FROM INLAND SUBURBS LOOKING TOW ARD THE SEA. A SOH GL 
ILLUMINA TF<"; THE CENTRAL MALL: A WHITE RIBBON STRETCHING WESTWARD WHERE PEDESTRIANS STROLL THROUGH NEIGHS 
HOODS Al\lf) PARKS. Pi>.q BUSY SHOPS AND HOTELS IN THE TOWN CENTER, AND ON INTO THE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS ITSELF . 
CHILDREN Pf-DAL HOMF:W ARD ALONG SPECIAL BICYCLE TRAILS THAT ARE ISOLA TED AND SEP ARA TED FROM AUTOMOBILE T 
FIC : .. ON THE WIDF TREE-LINED BOULEVARDS, TRAFFIC THICKENS AS COMMUTERS MIX WITH THE GOLF DUFFERS WHO TARR 
FOR JUST A BIT T()O 1 0NG AT THE NINETEENTH HOLE OF THE GREEN, ROLLING SAN JOAQUIN COUNTRY CLUB. 
Not tomcrn;w. but in a fe·v tomorrows. this 
will be the city surrounding th~ TTniversit~r of 
California, Irvine. 
_The city now Pxists as a drP;:irn on the draw-
in~: boards and in the minds of the men who will 
build it. Onlv embrvo boulevards cnt through the 
lrvine Ranch ?'r<Pini:i: lands to n1::irk its eventual-
place. 
University citv will be a re :1lity. however. 
The phantom metrooolis is alrea(ly due for its 
first nh::i <: e of construction that everybody will 
be C!hfo to see. 
Within 25 years. the university community 
will have a population of l !10,000 peooJe 
-liviM. working Clnd playing Clcrc1ss a 17,000-
acre rnetronolitan area bounclP.d bv the future 
San Diego FrPf'W3V on the north· t'1P. ridge oif the 
S:an .TnC'rmin Hills tn the south: Laguna Canyon 
to tlici r"+ ;:ivir1 l\iT~f'l\rt.h11r P."11 lP.vard to the 
west. 
Citizens 1ivinq here :will find 1.200 acres set 
aside for their active and pass ive recreation in-
cluding golf courses. nublic neicrhborhood parks 
·and arrovos carpeted with native growth that 
ahounr1s through1,ut the Irvine ranchlands. 
Fcwtv-two sc·hools will be built to edueaie 
their childre11. Hnmr.c.:: and bus ine·sc:es will be pro-
tected bv 10 fire stations. Commerce will be 
cond11rt.e.d in 21 shopping centers. 
All of this is in various stages of planning 
today at Irvine Ranch headquarters. The magni-
tude of the job is staggering. because today there 
is nothing. 
Much of the task of implementing this grand 
design will foll to Irvine's chief planner, 37-year-
old Raymond Watson, who is himself an " Old 
Blue" from the University of California, Berkeley . . 
One of the kev concepts of the development 
is what Watson calls "life-cycle neighborhoods.ir 
This teC'rmique is calcu.latr.<l to create a com-
munity that avoids "R-1 sprawl"-such as a town 
that is nothing more than monotonous rows of 
single-family homes bunched together. 
"Too often, we've seen communities ·where 
all sin,gle-farnEy homes are C'lustered in ·one 
area while multiple-family dwellings are isolated 
in other sedkm," Irvine's planner explains. 
Watson beljeves this type of development 
tends to stratify soci0-~ieonorni~ envjronment. 
In contrast, Watson points out, "Our plan 
for life· cvcJe areas throughout the university 
town will p»·ovide neighborhoods that include a 
mixture of singJ<-:--family homes in varied price 
ran.E!es. clus.ter housing and perhaps some apart-
ments 
"The idea b for each neighborhood to pro-
vide housing for the full spectrum of society-
oilder people. ynung marriPds ::lnd families with 
children. 
"Th.is brings us back to a more natural 
neighborh()(\d environment, where oldeir people 
see children at play once in a while and the kids 
also haV'e Plderly folk llving in lH'"r their 
homes.') · 
The first of Irvine's life-cycle neighbor-
hoods, kn0wn C1S University Park, is off the 
drawing bc· ~-i.rds now and nearing the construc-
tion st.a.PP. It's been approved by the Orange 
County Planning Commission and awaits final 
a.pprovvl by the county Board of Supervisors. 
Univer'Sity Park will be built northerly o·f 
the UCT campus and will be linked to the Town 
Center anci <'am:i:us itself by the north-south 
Central Mall 
This first iPcrement or llle metropolis will 
have aJl the self-sustaining elements of the com· 
plet'ed citv; the single-family, clusiter and mul-
tiple housine:, combined with parks, open areas 
and greenbelts. 
Wjrhin five years, University Park is expect-
ed to have a population of 12,000 persons. 
It will be served by two elementary schools, 
two shoppi.n,<?; centers, two public parks and San 
Joaquin Golf Course which is now under con-
struction. · 
T!1e "city within a city" will be bounded by 
the fuh!re San Diego Freeway on tJhe north, Uni-
versity Drive on the south, the golf links on the 
east and a m'1jor Qran(fe Countv flood control 
chann~l to the. west. 
Irvine officials will start constructing their 
city as county teirritory. E:ventually, t:hey hope 
to incorporate the entire 17,000 acres and 150,000 
people into one big city. They think University 
Park itself may be ready to make the initial 
incornorntion move prior to 196~. 
Irvine 2uthorHies have hired a special \earn 
of consultants to determine the best time ec:o-
CITY WITHIN 
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nomically to nwve toward municipal incorpora· 
tion. The consultants are studying ho" much 
fire and police protection will be necessar~· and 
how the new city can keep its t1ax rate compel· 
itive, about in the range of $1 to $1.50 per $100 
of asisessed valuation. 
When the entire city is completed, its taxabl 
value is expected to be in excess of $300 million 
-or about $2,000 per resident. 
A moveme.nt toward incorporation. of 
course, will deipend a great deal on the inhab-
itants of the new city. Theiy'll probabJ~· al 
decide that it wili be called "Citv 1of Irvine. Th 
area is already serviced by a ·u.s. Post Offic 
deisif.!na~ion of Irvine. 
Recommendations on when the cil\ ~houl 
be incorponted are expected by the en(l of thf 
summ?r. 
Actual cvnstruction of subdivisions withi 
the unhersity complex is ex.pe.cted to follow th 
pattern used by The Irvine Company fo othe 
.areas such as Newport Beach where tracts we 
built bv private development companies. 
Irvine officials, however, will design 
site layouts and retain architectural controls. 
the p1ast, virtually all of Irvin·e'ls land ha~ be 
developed as leasehold. 
How muc1h the ranch will hold to thi. poli 
in the univer:sity city developmeint has not be 
definitely e·stabli.shed. It is 1expecited, howev 
that leasehold will predominate on the ke~· pr 
erties while sc1me land mav be stold in fee. 
No stones are being left unturned by t 
Irvine planners in their efforts to assure 
the new community comes forth with a univ 
sity-town atmosphere. Take trees, foi- examp 
The university town site is prett~~ barr 
and it's most difficult to just go out and b 
mature trees by the thous~mds. 
So, after lengtlhy studies by the Univers 
of California , Irvine Ranch peiorple planted 16, 
. trees on some back acrieage. They'll add 1 O. 
trees to the growing grnves each vear. W 
trees become five years old, they'll be tr 
planted to the ne1w city's · stre1ets. park. a 
parkways. 
It will be rather like providin~ in l<1nt 
rnns1phere for the instant university comnnm1 
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Socia/ Sciences and . 
Hotnanities unit as it 
wilt appear frorr, 
ground le\fe/. 
. ·., 
, VICE CHANCELLO HINDERAKER 
Sy RALPH L. YOUNG 
Of Tht· O;iily Pilot Staff 
Ivan Hbderaker, chief talent scout of the 
U.!tlversjty of Californfa, Irvine, relaxed in his 
chair and Wcved at the piles of paper work in 
front of him. 
"I always sfart a new job with a clear desk 
and vow to kee:p it that way." 
"But it always ends up like this.'l He indi·· 
cated the lettf:rs, files, samples and applications 
of ficor~s who seek academic positions at the new 
.. 
bas in his h11J pr.cket the attractions of climate 
and living conditions, advantages he finds easy 
u> sell to wivts and fam1lles. 
SeHing cvmes easily to Dr. Hinderaker. But 
it's the soft sell of the man sure of himself, sure 
of what he seJl:::. There is a contagion about his 
enthusiasm. his commitment to the new univer~ 
sity. , 
The vie~ ch:mcellor is particularly enthus·· 
iastic in describing the skeleton staff of 14 re~ 
cruited thus fr.1. Save one, a highly eminent pro-
fessor of history, these are the deans and depart~ 
Aeademie Talent 
tmfversity whlch is scheduled to open in Se1ptem·· 
ber, 1965. 
Dr. Ivan Hinderake·r is vice chancellor for 
academic affair~, a position which ·calls for the 
beguilfag qualities of the Marine recruiting ser-
geant, the all-embracing intelledual capacity of 
a Greek philosopher. 
His task is f'Jrmidable: he has been charged 
with enlisting and organizing the finest faculty 
possible, personc: who have distinguished them·· 
selves as scholars and who are deeply committed 
to high quality education, persons who will grasp 
at the chance to inn 1Vate, who want the oppor~ 
tu:rrity to test nev,· ideas. 
Background for the job is a bachelor's de-
gree in political science from St. Olaf's College 
Northfield, Minn , a master of arts degree in 
public administration and a doctor of philosophy 
degree in politicm science, both from the Univer .. 
sity of Minnescta. To this add 14 years teaching 
and admini~trative experience at UCLA, the last 
two as chairmc:;ri of the political science depart-· 
ment. 
Dr. Hinderaker carries his present burden 
ea::'Jv; he has a lvt going for him. 
Natlonwirle interP~t in the UnivPrsity of Cali-
fornia, for example. From .500 to 600 applica-
tions have c1\)f'.Se0 his desk. Others cnme in daily. 
Part of thi~ inte:rrst comes becanse everyone 
knr,ws California'.s university is on an expansion 
bin~e, the like of ·which perhaps the world bas 
never _)0en. ("Sometime$ I think the center of 
the Great SP-ai uf the University sho'.1ld be a trip-
hammer,' remarks Dr. Hinderaker irreverently.) 
To the north, U11~ Santa · Cruz cci:rnpus is on the 
hunt for talent; to the south at San Diego it is the 
same. 
Les.s than tllirty years from now, each of 
these three :rww camnuses: will be on a par with 
Berkelr:1y and Los Angeles, their enrollments at 
27,500 apiece. 
Student enn,Jlment at Irvine is expected to 
re.1ch 10,450 b.v 1975. and 27,500 before 1990. 
The faculty w1ll keep pace. Dr. Hinderaker says 
the all-Univenity faculty-student ratio of 1 to 16 
and the teaching staff-student ratio of 1 to 12 will 
be achjeved wiHijn the first ten yc:1rs of oper-
ation. 
Now, as never before, the cry to educational 
circles in the cast is: Come west young man. 
. Young? Certainly. Of the department heads 
and faculty mem hers recruited thus far at Irvine 
all but one are in the 37 to 43 ag~ range. Dr. 
Hbderaker notes that many of these same men 
will have the ran• opportunity of w~ttching their 
id~:ts grow t.c fruition during the 30-year span 
du-r:ing which UCI matures to full size. 
Uetir2ment age ai the University is 67. 
In addi~ion to the challenges of the job, the 
r , · --,~sity's vice rh1nrellor for ac:i.dr'nir affairs 
ment chairm~n who in turn will build division 
staffs. 
The pattern for recruiting is set by Dr 
Hinderaker'z philosophy of the ideal organization: 
"One that is a constant source of new ideas, one 
in which ever1one is exerting pressure, sideways 
and up, thus creating a state of controlled tension 
at lll times.'' 
His great concern in setting forth the aca-
demic role of the university and recruiting its 
faculty is- to take maximum advantage of the 
fact that, for a time, planning can be done with· 
out reference to individual and organizational 
power clustf'r~ with their vested interests which 
have developed ovBr the years on existing 
campuses. 
For that reason, theories suoh as inter-· 
disciplinary study and problem specialization 
will receive full testing at Irvine. 
They'll rome first in the Division of BioJog .. 
ical Scifmces under its cha~rman, Edward Stein~ 
haus. 
Biology is in a ferment now," explains Dr. 
Hinderaker, "cLTid radical changes are called for. 
Ed saw the 0p·portunity to do what he felt needed 
to be done. b innovating and he's doing it." 
As exrunple of this shift from previous aca-· 
demic attitncle", Dr. Steinhaus has cast aside the 
traditional cour-se designations - botany, micro-· 
biology, psych\logy ::lnd zoology - and adopted 
functi0nal d.esigmtions for areas of study 
Thus fM , the new university has one full 
professor wEi~out administrative duties. 
"It is rwt our policy to recruit the actual 
faculty this early, but another college came 
through with an off er and we decided to bring 
him aboard,': explains Dr. Hinderaker referring 
to the hiring of Dr. Arthur J. Marder, 54, now 
senior profe::sor of history at the University of 
Hawaii. 
Though must of the deans and department 
he1ds to be on duty when the campus opens next 
year are unrter contract, the actual hiring of 
faculty memlJers will not take place until early in 
1965, Dr. Hindtraker said, pointing out, however 
that the admini!.'t.rators will also be instructors. 
In all probability, Dr. Hinderaker himself 
will teach political scieJ1 ce, the specialty in which 
he ~arned his doctor of philosophy degree at the 
University of Minnesota. 
Still to be hired, and probably soon, are the 
dean for the GraduatE School of Administration 
and the dean fur the School of Engineering. 
Number one tar get for future graduate 
schools will probably be education with the medi-" 
cal school foreseen sometime in the 70's. 
A faculiy of 105 will be on hand when the 
university opens its doors to an estimated enroll·· 
ment of 1,000 ur_dergnduate and graduate stu-
dents in 196fi, Dr. Hindnaker said. 
SeJcctic:n 0f the academic staff at the Irvine 
campus is a chJre shared with Dr. Hinderaker by 
many others 
Of considerable aid is the Irvine Campus Aca .. 
dcmic Advis .;ry Committee appointed by Univer·· 
sity uf Cahf..·rnja President Clark Kerr. The 
committee is consulted 0!1 all nppointments to 
tenure positifJTJS. 
"The co-ui•2ration we have gotte-n is just 
tremend0us ." s::i.ys Dr. Hh~1eraker, who with the 
Seout 
aid of his phone can tap the expert opinion an 
recommend~tiJns of the entire unive1rsity system: 
His first lead for a chemist, for example 
came frcm Dr. Willard F. Lobby of UCLA. Som 
one frl)m Berkeley campus may come up with th 
ideal candidate for a history professor. 
"I have to depend on these sources," sa 
Dr. Hinderaker. "It's not what I know a 
chemistry or physics or drama but where to go 
get advice and cross check it that counts." -
It is only natural that the vice chancel 
leans heavily on UCLA. In 1960, after 12 years 
the UCLA pc.litical science <lepartment as an 
sistant and full professor, he was appointed 
chairman. It is the only university in which 
has ever taught. 
His work at UCLA was broken by two leav 
of absence, both of which he considers extrem 
valuable. In 1956-57 he took a year's leave 
serve as assistai1t director of the Natio 
for Education in Polifas, an affiliate of 
Center at New York University. 
In 1959-60, he served as special a 
Secretary of Interior Fred Seaton. 
It was his second visit to Was 
1942, after earning his master of 
University of Minnesota. he worked in 
of the Budget. 
In October, 1942. he w en t into 
Force as a cadet, and. at 26. found 
Continued en Page 34 
To th.ose who know ... It's 
BAY & BEACH REALTY 
Thi-ough The Years 
FOR THE 
Ffru>st .ff om,es In The Harbor Area 
Bay·front - l'iew - Presti.ge 
GLODEN M. FAY J. LEONARD SMITH 
A typical 2 pedroom, 2 bath $30,000 home 
located one block near the ocean offered by BAY 
& BEACH REALTY. 
A very nice $50,000 class home near Newport's 
famous Back Bay area near the University. This 
particular home has five bedrooms & two baths. 
, One of our finest in area overlooking the blue 
Pacific Ocean and only a short distance to the 
University. 
NEWPORT-BALBOA 
2025 W. BALBOA BLVD. 
TEL: OR 3-9200 
BAY&. BEACH REALTY 
THREE LOCAL OFFICES 
• 
COSTA MESA • 
1696 NEWPORT BLVD. : I 
TEL: LI 8-1 161 • 
CORONA DEL MAR 
2647 E. COAST HWY. 
'TEL: OR 5-3000 
CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH VALIANT BARRACUDA 
NEWEST AND LARGEST SALES AND SERVICE IN ORANGE COUN'TY 
Wishes to congratulate UNIVERSITY of CALIFORNIA-Irvine 
and the foresighted citizens -for their effort in bringing 
this fine educational facility to our area. 
BayHa1rbor Chrysler, Plymou·tlh • 1425 Baker • Costa Mesa • 546·'1934 
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n lfis Nam 
TRAFFIC CIRCLES TO 
MAIL COLLECTIONS 
. A spring-strained station wagon zipped down 
scorching U.S. 99 through the San Joaquin Val-
ley one hot day in July, 1961. 
In the back, carefully stacked on the deck 
were boxes of rubber bands and paper clips, 
reams of paper, pencils, erasers, telephone memo 
pads and stapler machines - the first equipment 
for the University of California, Irvine. 
Behind the wheel was L. E. Cox, heading 
from Berkeley to what would prove a massive 
challenge - even for a man who had devoted 
24 years to answering every type of engineering 
challenge the U.S. Army could provide. 
Cox was the first ernploye of the University 
of California, Irvine. 
"We didn't even know what we were going 
to call the campus," he recalls. "When I went 
up to the phone company offices to get . the first 
phone installed, we had to have it lisited in my 
name. 
' 'The mail even came to a post office box 
listed in my name.' 
His titie then was a good catch-all: a.s'sistant 
to the vice president, business, University. of 
California . It meant he had to get the proJect 
moving. 
Today , Cox carries a more lofty title: vice 
chancellor, business and finance , University of 
California, Irvine. His job is about the same: he 
keeps the project moving. 
Under his supervision fall the physical plan-
ning, design, construction pers.onnel, pu~chas­
ing, accounting and other busmes.s affairs of 
the campus. He still has to worry about the 
paper clips, but a lot more has been added. 
When UCI opens in September, 1965, Cox 
will have been the chief day-to-day overseer of 
$16 miJlion worth of work on the UCI campus. 
And lest that figure impress you, UCI will 
have cosC some $300 million when it reaches its 
ultimate 27 ,500-student capacity about 1990, Cox 
points out. 
''Still, the toughest part is past I think ," 
Cox says. 
That "tough part' ' involved some ticklish 
with the lrvjne Co.," he unfoaded the station 
wagon at the Tustin ranch headqua1rters, got 
issued a desk, and be.gan to talk shop. 
Mostly, he says, they got along. Sometimes 
they disagreed. 
MisundersbPding, or perhaps it would bet-
ter be termed lack of agreement; arose over 
imprecise wording in water and sewage con-
tracts. It was up to Cox to negotiate them to a 
conclusion, a conclusion that would protect the 
interests of the University. 
At one point, the frvine Company sought a 
$1,000-an-acre fee for future water service. 
Which rounded off to a nice, round $1,000,000 for 
the 1,000-acre c2mpus. 
Cox, with suppoirt from upstairs, got the 
figure down to $650,000, a saving that paid his 
salary for a few years to come. 
William Pereira's architectural firm was 
appointed by University regents to draw up 
UCI's master plan two months after Cox 
arrived . 
Eight months later in May, 1962, the pre-· 
Jiminary plan was ready. By the end of the 
year, it has been adopted by the University's 
board of regents. That was just in time to get 
the funding request filed in order to begin con-
struction in July of 1963. 
"It was a pretty hectic time,': says engineer 
Cox as he lights a Benson & Hedges in his 
modest office on San Joaquin Road. 
Hectic or not, no one· doubted Cox could 
meet the challenges of negotiating, persuading 
and administering some $16 million worth of 
contracts in the next three years. 
He'd already seen them in the same form or 
one similar in the 24 years he negotiated, per-
negotiation - many days of it - with Irvine 
Company officials. It took someone with Cox's 
tact to deal with a company which had just suaded and administered engineering problems 
donated 1,000 acres for the UCI campus; and it for the Army. ' 
took someone with Cox's firmness to make cer- After receiving his BS in civil engineering 
tain the taxpayers got their mon<:y's 'Yorth in from Auburn University in Auburn, Ala., he 
helping develop the vast UCI-Umveirs1ty corn-· already was an Army engineer wqen World War 
p1ex. II broke out. The first big-project baptism came 
"When I first arrived, the Irvine Co. was in the years between 1939 and 1943 when Cox 
nervous, and it was understandable," says Cox. played a key role in constructine 24 air fields 
('It had been a year since the campus had b~en from a headqumters in Albuquerque. 
(lf)11;:ited and nothing had happened." Then came hjs own engineer construction 
Shce his first job assignment was ''liaison . _ __ b_a_tt_·.;:iJio:n and an overseas assignment in the 
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Of the Da ily Pilot St;iff 
India-Burma theater -· where he directed c~ 
struction of the first B29 base built overseas. 
By the end of the war, Cox was a lieuten 
colonel. He directed port operations at Calcu 
until the end of 1946, closed up the theater a 
went back home to his family. 
Then came a select Army appointment 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where C 
earned a master's degree in civil engineering 
and a crack at helping solve the massive mu 
cipal problems of Washington, D. C. 
In the capltal, Cox served three years 
assistant engineering commissioner, winning n . 
knowledge in such fields as vehicle registrati 
and how to operate 98 traffic lights in a 
around the DuPont Circle. 
· Then came a command engineering spot 
Germany, a jEt research construction program 
Tennessee, and selection to the Air War Colle 
at Ma"Xwell AFB, Alabama. 
Cox, now a full colonel, was in the Pentag 
developing the Army's logistics programs a 
budgets when he resigned to accept the UCI po 
''That last job was very valuable .. . w 
they all were .. . but that one had much in co 
mon with my present position," Cox commen 
Planning ahead is a big part of being v 
chancellor, business and finance, and he h 
more than a touch of trying to outguess fut 
funding and programs during· those four yea 
Cox, a vigorous 50, with military bearing a 
tidiness, lives in the Red Hill area with his w 
and 16-year-old son, Alan Blake, a student 
Tustin High. Another son, Stephen, 21, is a thi 
classman at the U.S. Coast Guard Academy. 
The mind's eye picture of UCI is a 1 
clearer to Cox today than on that day he unlo 
ed the station wagon in 1961. But while 
paper-clip problems are pretty routine, Cox s 
has some nagging, smaller-size problems to sol 
The U.S. mail for example. 
The University's mail still comes to 
general-store post office at the crossroads h 
let of Irvine, up by the Santa Ana Freeway. 
dispatches a truck for collections twice a day: 
"The man and his wife who run the st 
didn't have anything like this in mind for 
little post office in the corner," says Cox. "S 
days our library will get books right and lef 
500 pounds or so. 
"He's getting tired and I can't blame h. 
Those who knoiw Col. L. E. Cox say 
resolve that problem with the same diplo 
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the people o·f Orange Countyg 
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VICE CHA 
Drop 
By c • • 
By CHARl.t:S H. LOOS 
O' the Daily Pilot Staff 
On "the Farm" they m3y call it heresy -
switching from Stanford to Cal. 
That only shows how much Stanford hated 
to lose Richard L. Balch, who since May 1, has 
been vice chancellor for student affairs for the 
Unjversity of California, Irvine. 
Dick Balch left Sanford once before - · 
for MIT - but had returned. 
Just as Stanford lured him back to the 
West Coast, past connections with the Harbor 
Area helped lure him to UCL Like many youths 
raised in Pasadena, Balch spent his summers in , 
on and around the waters of Newport Harbor. 
But the challenge of helping start a major 
university from scratch was the key to Balch's 
<lccisio·n to come to UCL 
His new job is a familiar one. The way he 
handles it will carry his personal brand - one 
of the advantages of starting from scratch. It 
aLo has its hazards-there is no trail to follow . 
By his own definition, the measure of his 
success will be how well UCI resolves the con-
flicts between the often impersonal machinery 
of higher education and the need for the person-
vl touch some say is being lo-st in "assembly 
lin8 education. " 
''My job is to create and maintain an atmos-
phere which makes the cliafogue between pro~ 
fessur and .:.;;tudent easier and more meanin gful-
to both," says Balch. 
To do just that he plans to rely on com-
puters, a large pair of scissors for cutting red 
tape, a minimum number of rules, and his own 
<lcep ·respect for students as individuals. 
Part of the job, he says, is merely to keep 
the administrative details of higher education 
from getting in the way of teachers and stu-· 
dents. 
Because of his position as vice chancellor, 
Balch feels he is in an excellent position to 
carry out that portion of the job. He is respon-
sible for every phase of sudent life - from ad· 
mission and registr ation to student government. 
housing, and counseling. 
"There won 't be any empire building at 
UCI - no deans for every little phase of stu-
dent life - and therefore there will be the op-
portunity to cut through a lot of the red tape 
which normally surrounds education at a large 
university," he explains. 
Balch is adamant a bout two things. 
"Student government at UCI will not be a 
game," he says. 
And, "faculty counselors will not be just a 
bunch of bookkeepers playing a numbers game." 
The latter is where the computers come in. 
They will be used to handle much of the ad-
ministrative detail involving students, foaving 
faculty members more time for face to face 
counseling and teaching. 
Student government is where Balch1s own 
rr.";nl fer students comes into play. For he 
B 
plans an honor system at UCI and will r ely 
heavily on students to make it work. 
He expects the honor system to extend to 
~ 'hours" for women students, who may be given 
keys to their living quarters and will be ex-
pected to temper this freedom with responsibil-
ity. 
"I don't care much for the idea of locking 
people up at night/ ' says Balch. 
He has a reputation for treating college 
students as adults and expecting them to Jive 
up to that standard. The reputation was built 
during the time he served as Stanford's dean 
of men. It followed him across the country to 
MIT and back to Stanford, where he spent the 
past two and a half years as one of the school's 
chief fund raisers. 
"We raised $113 million for Stanford and 
Dick Balch was personally responsible for bring-
ing in large portions of that amount/' says a 
former Stanford colleague. . 
However, at UCI, Balch will be returning 
to the role he likes best - dealing with stu-
dents. Admittedly he'll be playing a lot of 
1 things " by ear." 
Which means he'll be listening to UCI's 
chart:r students, who. will be key factors in 
determining its programs and traditions. 
"It won't be easy for the first students," 
Balch says. "The isolated physical location will 
be a problem and, of course, the curriculum 
will be subject to change and evolvement. And 
there will be no pattern for them to follow 
in the sense of established traditions." 
Balch hopes to bring a good many of UCI's 
charter students to the campus during the sum-
m~-r of .'65, before classes get under way, for 
onentat10n. 
School colors (probably some variation of 
Cal's traditional blue and gold) and a nickname 
will be among the first things to be decided 
that first semester. There will be some form of 
a student newspaper, too. And an interim stu-
dent government is planned for the first few 
months until elections can be held . 
Whe~her UCI has a fraternity and sorority 
system will be largely up to students: Balch says 
he doesn't anticipate Greek houses on the 
campus for at least the first few years. 
UCI will have relatively small residence 
halls in comparison to the monolithic dormitor~ 
ies found on many college campuses. Each will 
hou~e about 50 students and a faculty or gr aduate 
advisor. There will be no mixture of men and 
women in any single residence hall. 
Many universities have turned to Greek 
letter houses to give students on a large campus 
"a sense of belonging. " Smaller residence halls 
may do away with the need to rely on 
fraternities and sororities to fill that role · at 
UCI. 
Not all of the 1,000 charter students will 
be able t_o live ?n-campus when UCI opens. Balch 
already is seekmg suitable off-campus housing. 
So~e st~dents will neeid part-time jobs. 
Some Job.s will be available at the university. 
Others will have to be found in surroundjng 
communities. 
Cars will be allowed, but will be relegated 
to c~mpus parking lots for the most part -
not?mg but pedestrian and bicycle traffic on the 
mam campus. 
As to off-campus discipline, Balch says flat-
ly that students who run afoul of civil authorities 
will also be subject to disciplinary action by 
the university. 
"We may be isolated out here, but we can't 
live in a vacuum,' he says. 
Eventually, the campus will probably have 
its own police force. 
There will be no international house at 
UCI, if Balch has his way. 
. "I see no need to isolate foreign students. 
This approach would only make lheir presence 
on the campus less valuable to them and to our 
own students," he reasons. 
As a state university , UCI is obligated to 
take qualified students on a first-come, first-
; ,..,-vo-r--. ,.:i basis. Balch won't hazard a guess as to 
1P1 / \ :: .:. 1 · ~· DAl lL. Y PILOT UNIVERSITY DEDJCATION ISSUE 
what per centage will come from Orange Count 
or other parts of the state. 
He is unwilling to commit himself on tl 
ratio of men and women students for the ~ai 
m ason. 
He does smile and advise husband-hunti1 
coeds seeking a favorable ratio to look on soi 
other campus. 
Balch was born in the Midwest (Evansto 
DJ.), but has spent most of his life on the coas 
of th~ continent. At 45 his hair is thinning, bt 
he still looks the part of the rugged fontb2 
star he was as an undergraduate in the J;:J 
1930's at Union College in Schenectady, N. 
He was a PT Boat commander in the South Pa<: 
fie during World War II. 
His activities are more sedentary now. JI 
s~l\dms., play golf, sails, and collects antiques wit 
~Is wife, Pat, who he unabashedly describes : 
' an outstanding spouse." 
The Balches' son, Tim, 19, a student at t 
University of North Carolina, plans to becom 
a hjgh school English teacher. Daughter Pa 
eJa, 16, will attend Corona del Mar High Scho 
next fall after the Balches get settled in thei 
new East Bluff home. She wants to be a docto 
Balch began his career as a college admin 
istrator at his alma mater in 194 7 moving t 
Stan.ford in 1949. He served as as~ociate de 
of students and director of athletics at MIT fro 
1955 to 1961, then returned to Stanford. 
Former students describe him as ''A 
proachable," " always fair," "a guy who nev 
forgets his own mistakes when counseling. 
disciplining students." 
"You can depend on Dick Balch for 
~trai.ght answer. He never hedges," says o 
former student. 
One of the highest accolades comes f 
a.nother Stanford alumnus: "As dean of m 
there were many times when he would go 
on a limb for a guy he believed in and some 
his decisions could have jeopardized his c:ar 
but he always made them on the basis of 
was the right thing to do." 
Says a former colleague: "Students 
always dropping by his home for one re 
or another. He's the kjnd of guy s1 udenL 
vitate to.n · 
CA YOU GUARANTEE 
your ch·ldren a 
COLLEGE EDUCA ON? 
the answer is YES vvith 
EDUCATIONS n 
UNLIMITEDl:i 
"An Assured College Education Plan" 
Let us make this dream a reality for your 
children and secure for them 
an open door to success and happiness. 
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0 If you become t<!mporarily disabled your college io. you.r account and still keep the college fund intact. 
savings continue automactcally wichout cost to you. 0 Benefits #3 and #4 are guaranteed by the Family· 
Life Insurance Company, Seacde, Washington. 
PROFlT BY THE MISTAKES ocher parents have made in underesc[macing their abtlicy to pay; even worse, not . 
getting started soon enough. 
We have prepared. ab oklec of facts and figures to help you set your goaL Scop in for yout free copy or mail the 
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Of th~ Daily Pilot Slaff 
Perhaps it. all began one spring after-· 
noon 25 years ago when Wayne Crawford, a 
husky youngster in his senior year at the 
University of Illinois, discovered he couldn't 
hit a curve ball. 
Or maybe it was after college when he 
served as gunnery officer in World War II. 
Somewhere along the line, Crawford de-
cided he wanted to go into teaching and he's 
never regretted the decision. 
As athletic director of the University of 
California, Irvine, Crawford is concerned with 
everything from filters in the swimming pool 
to oarlocks in the racing shells. He's even 
thinking ahead to the day when crowds in 
excess of 45,000 may jam the UCI campus for 
football games. 
Crawford, who appears much younger 
than his 46 years, hasn't time to let the turf 
grow under his feet. 
Since the blue and gold of UCI wiJI make 
its debut in intercollegiate athletics almost as 
soon as the school opens its doors in 1965, 
tbere's no time to waste. 
Basketball will be the major sport at 
the start. FootbaJl won't come until 1969 or 
70. "We'll start slowly," explains Crawford, 
''but eventually our plans can for top level 
competition with the best teams in the ~oun-· 
try.' 1 • 
· Although he bas to look 10 years into the 
future, Crawford can visualize the day when 
UCI's tentative 45,000-seat stadium is sold 
out for a Southland rival game with UCLA 
But first things being first .. basketbalL 
to Water 
Dan Rogers, assistant coach at USC for the 
past three years, has been hired tn direct 
UCJ's fortunes in this. 
Rogers, along with Crawford, i already 
setting up a first-.year schedule. Competition 
wi.11. be formed by smaller schools such as 
WhHtier, Occidental and the University of 
CaJifornia a1 Riverside. 
"We don 1t want to start too fast,'' s::iys 
Cr<iwford . ' 'Let's just wait and see how we 
do against these typE of schools before 1a1k· 
hlg about UCLA and USC." 
Obviously 1 water sports will be big at 
UCl. Swimming and crew will be two of the 
first sports on the calendar. 
Coaches in these sports, are expected to 
be named very soon. 
Both the basketball pavilion and. swim· 
ming pool will be located in a multiurpose 
building. The· basketball arena will hold some 
2,800 spectators with dressing quarters di·· 
rectly under .the playing floor. The pool will 
be adjacent, built in the popular L-shape 
fashion. 
. :Newport' 1;· Upper Bay ha many times 
Naturally 
been lauded as one of the be~t crew sites in 
the land. UCI plans to utilize the nearby 
waterway in holding some of the country's 
biggest regattas. The northern tip of the bay 
1n fact, is part of the UCI campus. ' 
Golf and tennis are other sports sched-
uled the first year. In 1966, Crawford is hop-
ing to add either baseball or track , depend-
ing on facilities available. 
And, of course. there 'll be a full card of 
intramural sports. "We won't bother with 
such things as softball, basketball and touch 
football in intramurals," explains Crawford 
''People don't use that sort of tuff in later 
Jjfe." 
Present plans call for classes in sailing 
<md surfing. "That's what people want to 
learn so ·we're going fo teach them,'· he 
poin1·" nut. 
UCI will also be unusual in that physical 
education will be completely voluntary. "We 
feel our program will be so outstanding the 
students will want to take it,'~ says Crawford. 
Crawford himself has had intensive 
athletic training. While attending high school 
in Pennsylvania, he excelled in footbalJ, 
basketball, baseball, track and tennis. He 
went to Illinois on a football scholarship but 
ended up playing on a championship base-
b:.:ill t~am. 
He still likes to participate in athletics-
a two-handicap golfer and a tournament 
tennis player. "But I'm getting too old fqr 
basketball and basebaJL" 
Perhaps his proudest possession is the 
doctorate degree he earned at Columbia 
University following his mi1it.ary service. 
The University of Californ.i.a-A.I1otl1er milestone :in 
the GroWth of our Orange County and its Coastland. 
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Public l\ffairs OHicei' 
\Universiflf oi Califoroii., ir11i111t 
One September evening in 1908, the doo.r .. 
bell rang at the home o-f Benjamin Ide Wheelern 
then president of the University of Californiac. 
When President Wheeler came to the door, he: 
met a roughly dressed strange1·. 
"I'm a messenger :for a man up in th 
woods," the stranger said. "He wants to grub· 
stake some student working his way through 
college and needing a little money to finish his 
·course." 
He handed President Wheeler a small sac\: 
containing $350 in gold coins, accepted the then· 
traditional delivery fee of one dollar from th~ 
sack, and departed. 
Thus was established the "Grubstake Loan 
Fund," so designated by President Wheeler be· 
cause he never learned the name of the donor. 
Numerous students have used this fund ove.r 
the years since 1908; and now, half a century 
later, it continues to be available to any student 
who finds himself in sudden and unexpected 
financial need. 
Although it happened at another place in a 
different time, the story has a place in establish-· 
ment of the new University of California, 
Irvine. 
Private gifts and endowments to the new 
university campus now can be expected to re .. 
turn dividends in terms of educational progress 
for many decades to come. 
Under Vniversity of California policy, UCI 
has expressed · its intention of ·encouraging 
private support from its natural community ·of 
interest and friends, and its eventual body of 
alumni. 
Although it probably did not occur to the 
~'man up in the woods/1 it should be noted in 
these modern times that gifts to the University 
qualify for deductions as charitable contrib'l!tlon1$ 
under both the federal and California income ta"X 
laws. 
A question which may come immediately te> 
mind, however, is: 
What need has a great ,i;tate -university, sup4 
oan !Fund 
ported by a wealth of tax funds, for relatively 
small donations from private :individuals? 
It is true that on the average across the na· 
tion gifts and grants to public colleges and uni~ 
versities amount to only 2.3% of total sources of 
income, according to the American Alumni 
Council. 
However, the need for private funds is to 
serve purposes for which state funds cannot be 
used. These would include scholarships, fellow-
ships, student loans such as the "grubstake,'r 
purchase of rare books and obpects of art, re· 
search grants and experimental programs. 
State funds provide for the basic needs, but 
private gifts, in the words of one university man, 
"provides for a margin of excellence." 
Indeed, private gifts may go far beyond that 
hoped-for "margin" in public institutions of high· 
er learning. Probably the best example was the 
generous donation of 1,000 acres of land by the 
Irvine Company which established the very basis 
of the University of California campus at Irvine. 
UCI Chancellor Daniel G. ·Aldrich Jr., re~ 
cently issued a statement expressing his grati-
:fication for the many early expressions of volun-
tary support even while the state :is 1n the early 
:process of providing the necessary structures of 
a university campus. 
Among the first gifts have ioeen donations 
of books and journals to the UCC library and ob-
jects of art. 
The first UCI scholarship has been establish-
ed by The Fine Art Patrons of Newport Beach 
to be given to an undergraduate student in the 
field of art. A similar fund also has 'been estab-
lished for drama students by the Children's 
Theater Guild of Newport Harbor. 
An anonymous donor - probably not under 
such dramatic circumstances as the 'grubstake~ 
-has established a student loan and scholarship 
fund. 
Thirty-eight donors so :far have contributed 
toward the George H. Prudden Scholarship Fund 
for the School of Engineering :in memory of the 
late Newport Beach aviation pioneer .. 
Twenty-five donors have contributed books, 
journals and selected periodicals valued at 8, 
total of $3,200 to the UCI library. These will pro· 
vide invaluable enrichment to the basic collec-· 
tion of 75,000 volumes which now iS being gath·· 
ered for the opening of the campus in 1965. · 
Several electronics, research and :industrial 
firms nearby already have made preliminary in .. 
quiry to UCI about the possibility of donating 
scholarships in their fields of interest. 
Traditionally, university alumni have been 
a major source of gifts to their alma mater. The 
Regents of the University of California have en-
couraged such gifts for scholarships by matching 
them dollar-for-dollar up to $5,000 annually for 
each UC campus. 
The Regents have recognized that UCI and 
other new campuses will have no significant 
numbers of alumni for several years by extend·-
ing the matching policy to scholarships funds 
from all sources. 
As the new university campus takes shape 
on the rolling hills of the historic Irvine Ranch 
·site, undoubtedly ·many more opportunities for 
voluntary donations will become evident. 
R~sources tn excess of eigl11'y-fiv~ mittion dof/11.rs/ P.A. Palmer, Chairman of th~ Board/ AgMs Blomquist. Presirl~ne 
3356 lli<1 U(/iJ, Newpr>rt 8~~c'1. Ci1.fif~rni11./PhoM 67~-3130/Cor()na def M~r OffictJ 2401 casf.Cot1.sf Highwt1.y 
The University of California-Another industry-an 
industry devoted to the enrichment of the minds 
and characters af young men and women who are 
taking their part in furthering the growth, progress 
and development of our Country and its increasing 
influence in spreading the ideals of free Inen. 
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· Walker & lee, Inc .... Southern Califorma' largest 
"A HOME SOLD EVERY 48 MINUTES·" 
And - As Usual -
Ready To Meet The Challenge Of Tomorrow: 
"OUR AREA'S TREMENDOUS FUTURE" 
.3 
LOCAL 
• : 1 , I 
. TO ... 
2043 WestdiH Drive 
NEWPORT BEACH · OFFICES 
2629 Harbor Blvd. 
COSTA MESA . 
.; Kl 5-9491 , 
SERVE · . . 
· · · YOU. 
2760 E. Pacific Coast Highway 
CORONA DEL MAR 
Ml 6-7711 · 675-3171 
MEMBERS: N~wport Harbor .. Costa Mesa B~ard of Realtors" California ·Real ·Estate Association arid NaHonal· Assocition of Real Estate Boards. 
Warmest Welcome 
- UNIVERSITY of CAtlFORNIA · ·1RVINE and . 
... . . 
REGENTS of .· the UNIVERSITY · ·· 
" 
We are proud and happy to have 
. you in Orange County I 
I George D. Buccola . · . Phillip Dranger 
President General Manager 
INN 
NEWPORT BEACH 
Highway 101-A at Jamboree Road 
·-· ' 't I 
... ' ,.., ' 
-- ---- -----.-. - . -"~ .~~-------------------------· 
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_ -we're glad. you're · here 
• • , For now you are a part of one or the finest · coin munities in the World. 
The membership of the Newport Harbor Chamber of Commerce composed of more than 700 busi-
ness investors, ·professional people and manufacturers. together with your other new neighbors will be 
watching the building program of the University of California, Irvine, with pride and anticipation. 
I . 
Y uur "good ship Community" is a reflection of the attiudes, desires artd efforts of its crew . 
. members. We enjoy being a member of this crew to help plot ·a course toward the development of this · 
- new University. 
'WE EXTEND TO YOU .A HARDY WELCOME • • • 
IT'S GREAT TO HAVE YOU .ABO.ARD ! 
EWPORT HARBOR 
CHAMBER OF -COMMERCE 
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The R ad to Tibet 
By JACK BROBACIK 
Of the Daily Pilot Staff 
T'he University of California is a great edu~ 
cational institution because it was planned that 
way. 
When the pioneers who wrote the Consti-
tution of the State of California decreed that 
there should be a state university, they sowed 
the seeds that today have created one of the most 
renowned seats of learning in the world. By 1968, 
the 100th anniversary of the University of Cal-
ifornia, it will have grown from a handful of 
students in Oakland to a statewide institution 
on nine campuses -with nearly 100,000 students. 
The greatness of a university is reflected 
in the people of the state it serves. California 
alumni have contributed immeasurably not only 
to their own state but to the world. 
Thou.e:h the University today is one of the 
largest of its kind, presently composed of seven 
campuses and soon to see the construction of 
two more, it is not unique in size alone. Care 
has been taken not to lose primary objectives in 
a sea of students. The multi-campus system con-
tributes to this aim. 
As it has grown, the University has resisted 
trends which would direct its efforts away from 
its tr,ue purpose. In the twenties and early thir-
ties there was strong pressure from Harvard, 
Stanford and other top schools to gradually drop 
undergraduate studies, to become wholly gradu-
ate schools of higher 1P-arning. The University 
of California opposed these moves, and despite 
strong arguments from some educational leaders, 
remains to this day an institution where the best 
high school graduates can achieve greater knowl-. 
edge in the finest environment. 
Graduate schools have grown in size and re-
cognition, but along with them, undergraduate · 
colleges have grown just -as weJl. in size and 
recognition. 
A E~-. 
The IOOth anniversary of the University 
of California will be celebrated on March 23, 
19611 marking the date in 1868 when the state-
wide institiJtion firs't ooened its doors at the 
College of: California site in Oaklond. 
A sitP- hrid already been selected f'or the 
permanent campus in Berkeley and the first 
studen'ts enrolled there in September. 1873. 
The Universitv now has nine campuses, 
seven existing and two under construction, 
with a totaJ enrollment of 62,000 fuU time 
s'tuclents. 
The existing campuses are: 
Berkeley, founded 1873, present enroU-
ment 25 ,000. 
San Francisco Medical Center, founded 
1873, 1,976. 
Davis, founded 1905, 5,000. 
Riverside, founded 1907, 1,200. 
San. Diego, founded 19 12, present enroll-
ment 205, all gradu.:-r~e student3 but will ex-
pand to accommocla·te undergracluate s~u­
dents thi§ fall. 
Los Angeles (UCLA), founded 1919, 
19,000. 
Santa Barbcira, founded 194,l, "'~})00. 
The r.t:w campuse-s~ 
h·vine, sche·clo1ed ·f.J op0n i11 ~ho fall c~ 
1965 foi· 1.000 sh.JCl\}n ?5, 
San~a Cru:i, ~1~b~dule,J -~0 1)pen in thq 
fall o'i 1963. 
Each campus of the University presents ~ 
contrcl.st to its counterparts, but they are all a 
part of the whole. The multi-campus system pro· 
vides a choice of location, w hi l e preservingp 
along with uniform admission standards, the cert'! 
tral guidance so necessary. 
The architecture of individual campus fa. 
cilities reflects the architectural trends of the 
surrounding community. It seeks to become a 
part of its area, not something different which 
would achieve prominence by its oddness - such 
a plan would defeat the whole purpose of the 
University. 
Each campus is an entity unto itself, offer· 
ing a distinct environment, cultural setting and 
educational facility. Students are given the choic·~ 
of a cosmopolitan environment, as at Berkeley 
ann UCLA, or the rural appeal of the Davis agri· 
cultural campw. 
If an entering freshman bases his choice of 
colle.ge on climate the University can offer the 
warm, tropical climate of Riverside, or the coo11 temperate climate of Berkeley. The curiosity OJ 
far'"''nv places and different cultures may b~ 
s:;1ti,,fi8d bv the campuses at Bordeaux, France 
Padua~ Italy, 2.nd Goettingen, Germany. If onet 
hobbv is ocean swimming or sailing the seasidt 
community-sites of Santa Barbara, and soort 
Irvine and Santa Cruz, will suit his tastes. 
Why the University is the fine educational 
institution it is today is best told in the story 
of one of its most beloved professors-Joel H. 
HildP-brand, now an active emeritus professor 
of chemistry who has "been on the staff for 
more than 50 years. 
In March, 1913, Professor Hildebrand came 
to Berk~ley ~rom the University ~of Pem1sylvania_. 
''Berkeley seemed. somewhere in the. neighbot· 
hood of Tibet," he recalls. "Four days were re· . 
quired for the trip." 
Hildebrand joined a "little hand of young 
iconoclasts in Berkeley," including Gilbert N. 
Lewis, William C. Bray, and Wendell M. Lati~ 
more. These young men rebelled at the method 
of teaching chemistry by dictating facts. 
They initiated the analytical approach to 
science teaching, the approach used today. Hilde· 
brand found the freedom he sought - for re· 
search and for teaching outside a confined nar· 
roWW'SS. 
''I eagerly joined the Berkeley group, where 
I soon came to feel as if I had escaped from a 
dungeon into open air. My teaching load shrank 
from 18 to 8 hours a week; new graduate stu-
dents were sent to me, as to all staff member$,. 
to hear what ideas fbr research each had to of. 
fer; and I could mention 'ion' without encount· 
erin~ a cynical smile." 
Hildebrand taught 500 students in freshman 
chemistry. During his years of teaching larg$ 
classes. he has developed many methods for deal· 
ing with such groups. 
Labs were built to hold only 25 students; 
full professors often taught small freshman quiz 
sections; demonstrations in lectures were made 
large <md dramafic. 
The full professors teaching freshman qu~z 
sections had a good effect on the teacher's assist-
ants. :!TheM isn't a University in the world th~t 
11as so many chemistry teachers teaching fresh· 
man classes," Hlldebrand noted. 
Hil<lebrand commented on t w o of the 
biggest d 'itidsm5'. of the Univ~rsity - its siz~. 
and the many research activities of the faculty. 
1Ie loves research and he loves teaching: 
'!DI~covery and telling about it are related ac· 
frvitles." 
:·A ~mall university has the advantage of ~ 
countrv town -~ everybody knows when you ar· 
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The dedication of the Irvine campus of 
the University of California represents 
an.other dramatic and important step in the 
development of higher education in Cali-
fornia. 
Already the most massive and compre-
hensive in the ncition, California's higher edu-
cation system of junior and state colleges 
universities and private institutions is :i 
commitment to the future, to our children 
and grandchildren, without' parallel any· 
where. 
-The people of California have recognizec 
~ t.hat in education lies man's salvation - th 
solution ·to bi's-social and economic problemi 
and development of the individual. 
In the years to come, a great universit~ 
~nd community will rise at Irvine. It wil 
have been built by people with vision anc 
with faith in the future - all of the peopl 
of California. From it will emerge the lea 
ers of tomorrow - great scientists, human 
tarians, educators and artists. 
In this task of building for the futur 
I urge all Californians to unite, resolved tb:i 
all of our children, our grandchildren an 
future generations shall have both the 01 
portunity and experience of education to tti 
limits of their capabilities and desires. 
EDMUND G. BROWN, Govern~ 
rive: A I~rge community has just as many p 
tential friends. There are more ways to sin b 
:more opportunities for culture." 
Hildebrand, who has seen students come a 
go for five decades, believes today's are mo 
$erious minded on the whole - although t~ 
can become barbarous. "At the University as 
dent who really wants to get acquainted w 
(and learn from) some scholar can," he said. 
To explain a University that has gro 
from a handful of students to more than 50,0 
is not an easy thing to do. 
It may be best to say that it was fortun 
in getting the right start in a vigorous, pione 
ing state of great wealth, and that its const 
search for men like Joel Hildebrand to te 
its students bas insured it success. 
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A name . of Real GJtate leetatilu" 
OVER 6,000 listings to choo-se from .· 
Call the office in the area of your choice 
Here's Why Farrow Corporation 
Should Service All Your 
Real Estate Needs 
I. Farrow Realty has 23 years of reputabili-ty and experi-
ence in Orange County. 
2. Farrow Realty has the most specialized, highly ·trained, 
competent real estate counselors in the profession. · · 
3. Farrow Realty has proved results of over $12,000,000 in 
sales volume during the first 90 days of 1964. 
BUILDERS 
farrow Realty's progressive new home division backed up 
lby the power of its resale d ivision can do a better iob for 
you. Specialized Condominium Dept. Call 530-2170 for a 
sales analysis and merchandising presentation. 
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UC!J~ 
By JOHN SU·RTT 
0' The Daily Pilot Staff 
She'll 1Jc1t\ around Bt the well·stocked shelves 
and commrn~ matter of factly to her classmate, 
"What a swell library, must have cost a million." 
Her con1!_. anion will nod in agreement and 
they'll head frr the card file index, neither of 
these first ~:tnd~nts Jt the University of Califor· 
nia, Irvine, pi ')bably 1 ecognizing the library for 
the sma11 mfr1de it may wc11 bP-. 
A mirar'le? 
Yes. For bv the time first classes open in 
September, j 965. UCL will have a library of 
somewhere Hr(lmd 100,000 carefully chosen 
t- volumes va;n c-~'1 in the nci 0:~1borhood of a million 
dollars. and Lt will fit the essential needs of 
undergraduate a;id graduate study :.n the liberal 
arts an:l a ntnnber of ~-pecialties as well as pro-
vidmg mate~.·i:ll for in-depth research in many 
fields. 
No one e'\'.'~ Eels, ot course, that the students 
will rec11gnt ·, ,~ this for the small miracle H is. 
They wm sir:1ply aw~pt the fact that their U "Y 
is rea<ly to rri~f't their needs. But th~ buildin:_, of 
the UCI Urn ::.ry rolh~('tion is the culmination of 
many V'~ar.;; ' pl:tnning and elfort vniqae in univer .. 
slty librarl ,n ~ ~h~p anri already a model for the 
future 
<'It re~1ily alJ be~an vYith the adoption in 
1957-58 of trc rnci.ster plan for highP,r education 
in Califorrna . · i explains Li'1rari.a~ John E. Smith. 
~ 'As soon as t he goals were set - new campuses, 
numbP.rs of stu0.ents, areas of study, and so on 
- the Lib ccP·y Council went t o work. There's 
abo1.tt a fou r to five yeHr lead thn e required to 
establish a 11 11iversity book collection, and they 
wanted to be !·eady as ~ach campus was opened." 
The Librn.r y C' Nmcil of the University of Cali-
fo rnia cimsis tc.:; uf the chi 0f Jibraria11s of the exist-
ing UC campuses and the deans of the Berkeley 
and Ul'L A s d10u1s of Hbrarv science. The council 
addressed ih.-:H to two task.s: h,Jw big should the 
b asic Jibr.a~· i p~ be on each campus, and what 
should th ~v f')ntai.n? 
"As to :frw . the council decl.ded lhat exper-
ience wHh tl v! River~ide campus suggested about 
75,000 voln rn<: '> as the minimum collection for 
adequab:. s0.rv~'~e to 1 univer sity campus," Smith 
r elates. "As to electi.on, thPre were several 
approach 2s ;) 
As models, the council decided to use the 
already su ccessful working collections of the 
Lamont Library at Harvard and the undergrad .. 
uate library at the University of Michigan, both 
of whkh have attained renown in the profession. 
<'Further, the c~rnnr.il sought the advi.ce of 
faculty members and subject specialists consult-
ed review media and many university reading 
lists. and finally came up with the master list," 
Smith says. "It's such a good list that the Ameri~ 
can Library Association plans to publish it, and 
two California State College campuses - San 
Bernardino and Palos Verdes - are using it to 
start their basic collections." 
The basic list includes 60,000 books, as sµch, 
and 15.000 volumes of what university librar.ians 
t erm 1 'seri~l::/' that is, individual issues of 
scholar'iy iow·11al£. 
The bonk lis t brealTs down to language and 
liter ature, 21,000 volumes (35%); social science, 
12,000 volumes (20%); history 10,500 (17.5%); 
s cience, 4,500 (7 .5% ); fine . arts, 4,000 (6.'7% ); 
phi10sopny and religiori, 3,500 (5.8%): psychology 
1,500 (2 .5%), and reference, 3,000 (5%). 
The seholarly j1mrnal files will include 
about 900 ionrnals starting with January, 1963; 
another 400 running back 10 years, 200 with 
ba~k runs of 20 years and 100 with runs longer 
than 20 years. 
Sa 1rs the P'Jlicy statement of the Library 
Counri!. 
"'T''i. ~ ~o iie2tion will be capable of support-
ing a college teaching program that depends 
heavily upm1 the library; it will supply the neceS· 
sary . materic~l for terrr. papers, and suggested 
and mdcpendent outside r eading. Each teaching 
area will contain some advanced scholarly mono· 
gr.qp~s and senal~ for the use of faculty and ex~ 
cechonal undergraduate students. The collection 
wm be rich in biblioP"raphies. The new libraries 
will contain some information on all fields of 
know led g_e. This includes areas not in a college 
curriculum. The collections should satisfy in· 
dependent intellectual curiosity and recreation· 
al interests of the studPnts and faculty." 
. And so the New Campuses Program began 
m AugL!st, 1961, to build three identkal basic col-
lege libraries to be completed by September, 1965 
- one each for the campuses at San Diego Santa 
Cruz and Irvlne. ' 
A~fluisiti.:·n of the libraries has been center-
ed at San Diego under Librariftn Melvin Voigt. 
The Univerdy expeets through the economy of 
multiplr purcltlse for three libraries at one time 
to save as murh GIP. a half-million dollars, or about 
25 per cent, in the cost of biJilding the basic 
collections. 
Assemblfog a b00k collection is more than a 
matter of simplv sending off orders to publishers 
and wholesale bvok suppliers. The library col-
lection was scl2cted without any particular re· 
gard to the 3.vailability of the books, onlv their 
desirability. Consequently, large numb.ers of 
them a1·e 011t of print and not obtainable through 
publishers. And then there are those scholarly 
j ournals going b<ck 10 or 20 years! 
' 'Bl'Ok hLmting is a long anrt involved process 
that requires expert knowledge and great ten· 
acity and quit~ a bit ~f luck, and is also a lot of 
fun," says UCT's Smith, whose eyes gleam bright4 
ly whenever he gets off on this subject. 
''IdeaHy. in building the basic collection, 
we 'll acquire three volumes of each title, one for 
each campus. But we know of course that with. 
out:of-print boo~s we\~ not g:.Jing to find three 
f.,omes Qf eve·rything right away, if ever. And so 
there'll be some horse-trading and coin-flipping 
as we divide up the books." 
Acquisitit1n of the basic collection is now in 
full swing. The uniw~rsity has published its want 
lists to the book trade, and book-hunters all over 
the world :l le keeping their eyes out for the 
needed volurne~ . Thev will be found in private 
libraries, on the shelves of second-hand book .. 
shops, some evE:n in Goodwill bags and charity 
book sales. · 
~hey will flow into the university collection 
as price$ are agreed upon between book-hunters 
and buyers, sometimes a delicate matter in the 
utterly free ec:onomy of the used book market 
w~ere supply Mrl demand operate ruthlessly and. 
without regard to university budgets. 
"It may seem that acquisition costs are 
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high,' ' muses Smith. "And it's true, it's diffic 
to manage on much less than $9 or $10 a volu: 
But several factors account for this - the s1 
city of some of the material we must have 
generally higher cost of technical and ref eie 
publicatio1:1s, and the :very ~xpensive reprint! 
scholar}y JOUrrtals which will form an import 
part of the library." . 
The basic collection will be substanti, 
compl~ted in time for the start of instructio 
year from this fall, Smith is now confident. 
Further, the library will be w~ll embar 
upon a pro_gram of additional acquisitions air 
at a book collection of 250.000 volumes by l 
and a million by 1990. ' 'Make that 1985," 
amends with a grin, "maybe we can accelE 
the process." 
. As the U CI library grows, it will speci 
i~ . several brnt.iches of learning, notably 
fields of engineering and administration V\ 
will be strong ptints at UCl from the start. 
sequent spec·hl rollecbons will be strongl~ 
fluenced by the needs of the professors jo1 
t he faculty, ar..d by the library resources ~ 
some faculty members will bring with thei 
attract to the universitv. 
"We have a really tremendous funct 
says Smith. ((It ic- nothing less than to servi 
teaching needs cf the university in the bro, 
way, and to buiJd research faciUties in brE 
and depth as rapidly Rs required. We will bi 
of the major libraries of the university sys1 
As such, the UCI library will have a 
interdependert with the libraries of the 
UC campuses. 
"The libraries of all the campuses fo 
mutual pool tu be used in meeting the nee 
all," says Smith. "In this way, much duplic 
of expensive material can be a voided and u 
material can he sh ared. W 'i will h~ E~ke 
!~letype with the others, and we will take p 
the exchange of library material to serv1 
dents and facultv. 
"I'm sure we'll have a daiiv station v 
traveli!lg the freeway to UCLA,v with book 
scholars going both ways - and I really € 
that we'll be using a helicopter instead of 
tion wagon whhin a few years." 
The UCI library will open in a five 
building it will share with administrative ( 
- one cf two buildings (the other is the caif 
and future student union) which eventuall 
form part of the quadrangle linking the c~ 
to the nearby T•.lwn Center. As the book 
tion grows, it will di'lplace the adminisb 
~hich will move into new quarter s, and, · 
f_~ve years. o.f the. opening of the camp~ 
hbrary bmldmg wdl be doubled to its ul 
size. 
The library's location near the 
Col!'nHrA1UJed cm l?age 3·m 
'irHURS!DA Y, JUN' 
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William Leonard Pereira, 55, nchit·ed-regiona1 p1al1ner .. 
("He has had the luck-helped by hard work and great· skm -·to fall into something f·ruly unique; 
t·he chance-and the challenge-to build a new community alongside the urban disorder of the boom 
t·own of the boom state in the boom country of the world.11-Time Magazine, Sept. 6, 1963.) 
Planning for the University of California, Irvine, a~d the city· which will surround it actually 
began seven years ago when William L. Pereira was asked by the regents to conduct a site selection study 
for· a university campus somewhere in the Greater Los Angeles area. The search, which covered 23 pros• 
pedive locations, ended on the irvine Ranch. Pereira's firm has since planned the deveiopmeni· of the 
entire 93,000-acre ranch, ais we~I ais the campus itself, locatedl oni 1,510 acres due east cf Upper New• 
i:rorf' Bay. 
The university comm11J1111ify, of which the campus wili be H1e focal point, eventually wm cover 
17,000 acres and boast a population of 150,000. By that time, - possibly 25 years from ktOW - Hie uni· 
versify wiU have reached its foll enrollment of 27,500. 
(" ... a trim 6 feet with heavy-lidded bue eyes and a11 ador's dash. The wind riffled hi~ wavy, 
iron-grey hair as he gazed out ever rrvine Ranch ... 'Right about there we're going to put· ai city of 
100,000 people,' he said, poinHng. 'At the heart of it will be a thousand-acre campus for" a university with 
27,500 students."' - Time Magazine) 
U is this total community concept that wiU distinguish Hie Irvine Campus from any other' in 
t·he world. For the first time in hist·ory, the total envit~-onmenl· of ai great university has been custom de· 
signed to meet its special needs and fo grow with it. 
Unique in All the World 
By WILLIAM L. PEREIRA 
Our master plan establishes the campus in 
the shape of a giant wheel, with six principal 
quadrangles radiating from a central park. 
This 16-acre park, which will ultimately in-
clude a large expanse of lawn, a lake and a!l 
amphitheater, is designed as the focus of um-
versity life and will be puncuated by a soaring 
campanile, visible from every part of the campus. 
·The principal quadrangle, on the north side 
of tpe park, will be the core of the campus, with 
the buildings grouped about a large plaza, remi-
niscent of the great urban spaces of Europe. 
Here will be the facilities serving the entire 
undergraduate body - administration buildings, 
library, auditorium and theater, student union, 
art gallery and museum - forming an impres-
sive entrance to the university itself. From the 
plaza a wide pedestrian mall, flanked by shops 
catering to the undergraduate clientele, will 
lead to the town center. 
The other quadrangles, grouped around the 
central park and joined by a circular path that 
cro..sses the canyons on viaducts, will include 
buildings for the various academic disciplines. 
Each of these will have a large court open-
ing into the park, with the basic undergraduate 
buildings flanking the path on both si~es. Th~ 
related ,graduate schools will extend behmd them 
towaf d the perimeter of the campus proper. 
By preserving certain areas for courts an~ 
plazas around which future buildings can be 
located it will be possible for each quadrangle 
to grow and expand without encroaching upon 
established open spcaes. 
Beyond the central campus will be housing 
areas, athletic facilities, a university conference 
DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS 
Manv minds aP-d hands go into building a 
major un~versity campus. Architects, planners, 
builders and consultants playing key roles iri 
the physical development of UCI include : 
Archited~: M:sociated Architects, Urbanus 
Square, Cvrona del Mar, executive campus ar-
chitects. Organization includes firms of William 
L. Pereira & Associates, Los Angeles; Jones ~ 
Emmons, L0s Angeles; Blurl)ck, Ellerbroek & 
Associates, Corona del Mar; Brandow & John-
ston, stnwtural engineers. Newport Beach; Joh!! 
A. Martin & Associates Inc. , structural engi-
neers , Newport Beach. 
Thoma5: & Richardson, Santa Ana, execu-
tive architects for initial campus apartments. 
Grillias, Savage & Alves, Santa Ana , execu~ 
tive architects for corporation yard. 
Consultants: William L. Pereira & Associ-
ates, Los Angeles, consulting arQhitects; Moffat 
& Nichol , Long Beach , consulting civil engi-
. --
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neers; Ralph E. Phillips Inc. , Los Angeles, con-
sulting electrical and mechani<:'al engineer. 
Landscape Architects: Hahn & Hoffman, 
Robert II. Carter, Frederick M. Lang, Associ-· 
ated Landscape Atchitects, Siena Madre, exec-
utive landscape architects for campus. 
Jones & Peter.son, Anaheim, executive land-
scape architects for initial campus apartments. 
UCI officials: L. E. Cox, vice chancellor for 
business and finance; Coulson Tough, campus 
arcllitect; Earl Graham, construction mana-
ger; Clifton C. Miller, project architect; Gene 
Uematsu, landscape architect; C. 0. Reinhardt. 
civU en~incer; T. C. Otto, mechanical e·ngineer: 
T. G. Bristow, electrical engineer. 
General contractors: C.&L Construction Co .. 
South Gate, Interim Office ; C H. Wicks, Indio , 
initial site development; Penta Construction 
Systems, Inc., Rialto, faculty research facility; 
Robert E, McKee, Inc., Corona del Mar, first 
increment campus buildings; C. H. Leaven & 
Co., El Segundo, multi-purpose building. 
. l 
' .. 
PEREIRA ••• luck, hard work, skill 
center and grad11ate schools. A large reserve for 
a privately developed medical center - · to rom·· 
plement the university's proieded medical P" 1 '1ol 
- ·is planned adjacent to the central campus. 
Among the advant.:lges of the circular cam-
pus plan is the fact that all maior ac~rlf'.'mic 
buildings. as well as athletic facilitie~ . will be 
within a 10-minute walk of each other: WhP.rew~r 
yi"~~ih1e. the n::itur:::il tnuMr::inhv of the tt:>rr".lin 
will be followed. with the buildine: areas nrecise·· 
Iv designated and all the other 18.nd pr"sPrved 
for all time as open space. 
Height limits - generf'llv not t0 p·r,..red 
fnur stories - an<l other restridions will hP. in~ 
eluded in a general 1~nrl use plan which wm al-· 
low individual new faciJities to be constrn cted 
without violating the basic fr:rn1ework ftf the 
master plan. -
The concentric camnus plan. amnn<:r other 
advantages, will permit the creation of the nni-· 
V 0 Tsity's "vital Center" in the P':lfliest sb'"' ' S 0f 
its realization so that even the first students will 
be able to eniov the basic facil1tiec;; of thP ,.. ,.. ,,+ .. 11 
prirk and, perhaps even more imnortant the 
distinctive "sense of place" it provides. 
As the university grows, moreover, thjs 
core area will remain inviolate , continuin~ for·· 
ever as the heart of the entire campus. Tl1 this 
resnect, the "hub" concept is in contrast to the 
ordinaty mall plan in which the original Cf'.mpns 
center is often rlisnlaced ?<:; fh'=' universitv ex-
pands. 
Representing a dramatic departure from the 
usual campus architecture, the buildings nlanrn~d 
bv the Associated Architects will fit. into the 
rolling hills of the universitv site, with massive 
piers supporting the broad platforms which f0rm 
the bases of the structures themselves. 
This structural system, together with the 
orientation of the campus buHrlings to conform 
with the natural contours of the site, obviates 
the necessity of massive earthmoving and has 
resulted in considerable savinl!s in grading costs. 
Another novel feature of the basic design 
is the use of some rooftops to provide inexpen-· 
sive additional space for seminar and conferr n•·e 
rooms and open-air laboratories. 
---
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2205 W. ·BALBOA •• NEWPORT BEACH · 
. . 
Wishes to . Congratulate 
UNIVERSITY of CALIFORNIA 
IRVINE 
·. ,~ rA_ eROUD NEW MEMBER OF. NEWP.ORT BEACH SOCIETY . 
A Grand . Salute To The Courageous and En· 
terprising• Citizens Who Were So lnstru· 
mental ·In Bringing This Great Institution To 
The Orange Coast. Some Are With · Us To· . · 
day,·. Others Gone ·But · This · Outsta'1ding 
Educational facility · Will Stand Forever As A 
• ' • •• I 
Great Monument To Their Untiring Effort. 
At Longlast Our Hopes And Dreams Have 
Come frUe. 
AL FORGIT 
~· .. .. . ' 
. ·, 
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AMERICAN SOCIETY for' PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Presents Its 
MUNICIPAt ADMINISTRATION 
ACHIEVEMENT' AWARD 1964· 
TO 
NEWPORT BEA CH 
"THE CITY BY T1HE . SEA'1' 1 
This award is given to the city in Southern California show-· 
fog outstanding exceUence in .. municipal . administration. ~ A 
fribute we can accept with pride ., .. 
NEWPORT BEACH 
Cl1Y COUNCIL 
Paul J. Gruber, Mayor· 
Donilld E. Elder', Mayer Pro l 'em 
Dee Cook 
Al Forgit 
Mr1. Doreen Marshall 
Lindsley Parsons 
Jimes B. Stoddard 
The City cf' Newport Beach fooh forward fo · 
having as distinguished a nei9hbor as .University · 
· ·of Californi.a lr'vine •· and extends ci hearty wel-· 
come to its · faculty and staff to enjoy the . en-· 
. virons of this great Harbor Area a~ ei pia~e fo 
live - and e1 bei'i'er way of life,. 
I ! 
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ACME HARDWARE CO., INC. 
Finish Hardware 
15~ SO. LA BREA, L.A. 36 
ACOUSTICAL ·· SPECIALTY 
PRODUCTS 
Acoustical Treatment 
900 :EAST 4TH ST., L. A. 13 
C. f. BOLSTER CO. 
Lathing and Plastering 
ns NO. JUANITA, L. A. 
. C. E. BUGGY1 INC. 
\ 
Lightweight Concrete Roof Systems 
6830 CRENSHAW BLVD., L.A .. 
EBERHARD ROOFING 
Clay 'Tile Roofing 
& ·.Membrane Waterproofing 
. P. 0 . BOX 3115. VAN NUYS, CALIF~ 
~t:AUST CONTRACTORS 
Concrete Pavers 
13@3 ffi::RN LA.NF,, GLENDALE, CALIF~ 
1 
e as builders and suppliers, are honored lo participate 
in '!he buil"ding of this great !institution, 'lhe Univer 
off California, Irvine~ We fee~ that this will 
be 1much more than buildings of steel and concrett 
iin ·studying these remarkable plans, we cannot he 
bu·t ·think of the fact that 'lhis great University wi 
lbe 'lrainJng and educating future leaders of our cour 
General Contractors 
C. H. · LEAVELL & CO. 
IEL SEGUNDO, CALIF. 
FENTRON ~NDUSTRIES 
Glass & Glazing, Aluminum Window,~ 
Aluminum Window Wall 
P.O. BOX 3635, so~ EL MONTE, CALIF,. 
HARTMANN .. SANDERS 
Carpentry . & Millwork 
and Wood Doors 
13715 CARMENITA RD., 
SANTE FE SPRINGS 
HICKMAN BROS., INC. 
Plumbing, Steam Fitting, Heating). 
Ventilating and Air Conditioning .. ~­
Fire Protection System and Meehan!~ 
cal Refrigeration 
3170 E. llTH ST., L. A. 
NELSON ADAMS CO. 
Chalkboards and Tackboards 
1616 NO. POTRERO ST,. 
~- & C. DRILLING CO. 
Drilling and B.elling 
of Caisson Holes 
t8~9 TYLER, SO. EL MONTE, CALIF" 
REFRIGERATOR MFGR'S.i ~NC 
Econocold Cold Storage Room~ 
4459 E. 52nd St., MAYWOOD, CALll 
REICHEL ELECTRIC INC. 
Electrical Work 
P. 0. BOX 265, WESTMINSTER 
SAN DI EGO Pre .. Stressed 
CONCRETE 
Pre-Cast Concrete Work 
'TEXAS ST. and FRIARA RD. 
SAN DIEGO 3 
TWINING lABORATORIES 
Testing and Inspection EngineE 
1514 D NO. HARPER ST~ SANTA A. 
1635 W. GAYLORD, LONG BEAC' 
DAVID H. WORKMAN 
& ASSOCIATES 
CRITICAL PA'TH NETWORKS I 
PROGRESS SCHEDULES 
515 W. CALIFORNIA BLVD., 
PASADENA 
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Today's Student 
Q. Some. people ar·e beginning fo. think that 
igher educciticn in Ca!ifornia, particularly at 
erkeley and L.o~ Angeles, is getting to be: Ji rat 
ace. If I am .1 dudent on a campus of 27,500 
tudents, how nm I 9Jef a personalized . ~duc:a·· 
ion? 
Dr. Ken: The phrase "rat race" js used 
11 over the U. S. at' the present time .. 
tis used in the sense o.f rat race for the students" 
ushing around trying to find courseis and ad-
ice, etc., and also for the faculty and the com-· 
ittees. Actually, there is no reason why you 
ould not be able to give as much attention to 
student in <:1 big enterprise as in a smaJl on~. 
ou have the E'ame ratio of faculty to students. 
st the fact that there are 27,500 students does 
ot m~an very much until you look at the fac-
.ty workini:r with them. 
Q. Whaifi i-s your ra:tia? 
A.. Approximately 16 ~o 1 on faculty and 12 
1 on teaching staff. 
Q. Is ir'lt a1s giood a.s. it was 25 yea1rs Cligt()? 
A.. It is bettu. 
Q. h . ~f as goo.di as Haitrvard? 
A. No. 
A. Taking letters and science as a rnmpar~· 
n, I vyould say Hci:rvarcl has about two-third 
many undergraduate students per faculty. 
mber as our Lo Angeles campuses. hrnford 
maybe about 75 per cent. 
Q. So. a, young s,tudeni who goes to Be.rke~e1y 
as. Ange~es dices no.f have as much pe·11soniadl·· 
.:are·? 
A. I w:·)u]d put it this way. That depend s 
the student and the profos'S'ors he is work-· 
with. At -Sfanford 1 and Harvard, there is the 
ntial for closet contact It depends upon the 
idual 8itua10on. 
Q. Many par~n.'s are concerned with the 
attrition rate i111 t·he freshmen classes. irn1 Hte 
ersity. Do you consider this a problem airadl, 
u cfo~ wh<d ~re you doing to solve it?' 
.A. I don 't know the attrition rate at the 
of the freshman year, but at the University of 
1ornia, jn · terms of going straight through 
our years on the same campus, only '1 bout 
50 per ceni graduate. This is the standard 
e nationwide. There are exceptions. Har-
has a heavy dropout rate, but not as heavy 
and-Michigan have~ This is part1y be .. 
Harvard does not have anyone dropping 
ecause of financial reasons, whioh we do. 
lk a.bout ·the affluent society, but there is 
high percentage .of the students of the 
rsity of California who earn their way 
h. In the last year that I was chancellor 
keley, 75 per .cent of the men in the grad-
~ILOT' UNIVE:RSITY . DEDICATION ISSUE 
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Af· 53, Dr. Clark Kerr guides f'he destfoy of the largest unwv~rsHy fo the Western 
wcdd. Few believe a better man could be found in the· Wesf'en11 wodd. Slight, precisf' 
e-i~d positive, Dr. Kerr stands u one of education's greatest· leaidler ·s~ cne of its most 
efoquent· spokesmen and a brave battler forthe ideals he· believes; i1111 . He graduated! 
{:rem Swarthmore, took his masf·er's from Stanford and! rec.eived Ms doctorate· ir11 
e>c;oncmic:s from the- University of California, which he has. heaidedl sfoc:e 1958. 
DR. CLARK KERR 
Is Smarter Than You Were 
uating class were substantially self-supporting 
and 40 per cent were wholly self-suppoirting. 
This means that many stay out a year or two 
and then come back and finish. Harvard does 
not have this problem because most of its stu-
dents come from well-to-do families . 
Q. Do you have- a policy to "wash out" a 
certain numb~r of freshmen? 
A. No, we do not. Absolutely not. I might 
say that there is an expectation that there will 
be, at least in a large class, a certain number of 
F grades, but there is absolutely no percentage 
for that whatsoever. A D grade is used to tell 
a. person, "You've got to do a lot better if you 
expect to graduate.' An F grade is used for 
people who just really have not made the effort. 
Because University of California students wer·e 
in the top one-eighth of their high school grad-· 
uating classes and have the capacity-or they 
would not be there-the only ones who come up 
with an F grade are those who really have not ' 
made the effort. We would like to see the per-
centage of F students reduced to zero. It is quit~ 
a tough exprrience for a student to be dropped 
out, and, from our point of view, it is a waste 
of time and effort. 
Q. Does a college s.tudent gef· a betf er ediu-. 
cafo:m today than he did 20 y@.ars ago? 
A Absolute:ly. 
Q. Are students entering college-- iadlaiy . 
he1f'ier prepared than they were 20 years ago? 
A .. They are. 
Q. How are they better prepared? 
A The high schools are doing a better 
.i0ib. 
Q . In hum<mities a1ndl science? 
A. Acr'}SS the board, . the average student 
now enteting ·co'ilege is about one year more 
adv:mced . tha11 the students entering at the end 
of World War II. We ·have had to upgrade our 
work by a bout one year. · · · · 
Q. Does this· mean .. that we wha went to cd-· 
lege 10, 15, or 20 years ago could not gef· through 
c.ollege tod.ay? · 
A. No, ·you could get through college, but 
you would work harder than you did when you 
went. I wonld work harder than when I went 
to c9llege. Th~ basic capacity is no different now 
than it was before. It is just that ;higher stan-
dards. ,have been set for the students by their 
families and the community, and the education-
al institutions have set higher standards for 
themselves. 
Q. He>w. would yc.u c.haracterize the person~ 
ality of the student· of today compared with 20 
year·s ago? 
A. By. and Jarge, he is more serious in his 
academic w01 k, arid this can have an impact 
.... . • ... 4 •• • .,• • " .. 
on sports anct aetivitif's jnter st. Many student 
.newspapers find it much harder to get people to 
spend the time on them. They are mor~ serious 
academically and more are thinking about going 
on to graduate work. I think more are oriented 
toward their specific profession and vocation 
than they used to be. They start thinking about 
what they ar z going to be a lot sooner than in 
my d;iy. Back then, you got your degree and 
then started finding what was available. The stu-
dents of today know whether they want to be 
doctors, or lawyers or journalist~ or what-not. 
Q. What about their politicai views? 
A. Compared with 30 ye·Jrs, today's stu-
dents are much more cunseniative and much 
less active. If you are comparing them with the 
Gls at the end of World War II, the Gis didn't 
pay much attention to politicaJ matters. They 
lost some time out of their live1s and they were 
just going to get through as fast as they could. 
Compared with l 0 years :igo, there has been an 
increase in political interest. Tbe far-le.ft groups 
a!·e.more. active now than 10 years ago-not any 
b1geer, but they are more active. 
Q. Do you include Communush in the fat 
~en? 
. A Without a lot of p~·oof H i hard to say2 
«'H~re is a Communist. " Within the student body 
a.t the Univer8ity of California) as is true at any 
college or university in the country, there are 
some whom ·J would identify as either being 
~ommuni?t . or: fo~lo.wing the Communist p~rty 
lrne. Bvt it Is a rnrnVicule pro.portion only. 
Q. Do they have anv inHl~enc~ en the 9~n­
era1~ student body? 
A. Ve!·y, very little. /\ t the Berkeley cam-
pus there JS now a student bndy oL26,500. The 
s~udents wh~ might be said to he politically ac-
tive-and this counts clear across ·the spectrum 
-I would say number 200 or 300. Within 11; · s 
group, some are a-ctive RepublicanS', some act ;'.~ 
Demorrats, some 'Socialist" (and of course the 
Socialists are split), and \Vithin the Commun].:; ts' 
group, you have a small element that folJny.;s 
the Trotsky iine, some who follow the cun211t 
R.msfan line, and -some- who follow the Chim:se 
line. I ~ould s~y ofthe ?.00 or 300, perhaps 100 
are active Socialists and Leftist Sodalists. The 
100 get split into the most fantastic internal con-
~licts. and battles among themselves that you can 
imagme. Battles between Republican and Demo-· 
criat are nothing compared with those behvP -: n 
an old-line Socialist and a Communist. 
Q. How many person\ have spoken on the-
c:ampuses who· would not' have beeni allowed fo 
s,peak the_re before the ban an C:cmmunist speak-· 
H 'S was lifted last June? 
A. To my knowledge , three persons, and 
one has spoken three times. Mickey Lemus spoke 
at Berkeley; Herbert Aptaker spoke at Berkeley 
and Dorothy Hughes spoke at Riverside 1 Los An-
geles and Santa Barbara. 
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ALUT 
UNtVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
IRVINE CAMPUS 
The WELCH CONCRETE COMPANIES of Or ange ( 
ty are proud to supply the cement for the constru 
of the new University. The Welch name dates ba 
the pione~r days of Or ange County when agricu 
and ranchrng were the pr incipal industries. Fr 01 
early ~tart with two mixer trucks, the Welch Col) 
operatmn today serves the county with a fleet ! 
trucks and 6 plants with a new batchincr plant m 
completion at El Toro. 
0 
RALPH E. WELCH HAROLD R. WELCH ROBERT E. WELCH 
WELCH'S CONCRETE 
2901 SAN JOAQU1N ROAD, COSTA MESA. CALIF. 
Robert E. McKee 
CONSTRUC'TION 
COMPANY 
IS PROUD TO f>ARTICIPATE 'IN THE OEO:ICA-
TION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
IRVINE CAMPUS. 
IT 15 GRATIFYING TO JOIN WITH fHE RESI-
DENTS OF THIS COMMUNITY IN WELCOM-
ING THE UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION 
AND FACULTY AND TO SALUTE Bill PEREIRA 
AND HIS ASSOCIATES FOR THE ORlGINAL 
CONCEPT OF THIS SUPERB EDUCATIONAL 
FACILITY .. 
d - _:::±!£±!_ 





rs happy to p(arHdpate in the budding O' 
the UnivrersHy of Californ ia, trvine Cam .. 
pus and ioin wi'th t h e residen·r f 
Orange County in welcoming ·this grea·t 
educationa ~ facilitiy to thi~ communrty(t 
MERCO I , ' E'NERAL ONT 
REDOINDO BEACH 
THU~ 
An Example for Foreign Students 
Continued From Page S 
perhaps move into one area or another for the 
opportunity to further elaborate their course 
work. Nonetheless, the heart would be something 
common to all. 
Q. Will there be any specific attraction at 
UCll for foreign students? 
A. Most definitely there will be, first of all 
because of the excellence of the people who have 
been brought here to do the teaching and re-
search. Because of our particular interest in 
systems en,gineering, electronic engineering, en-
vironmental engineering, environmental plan-
ning. here is an area again in which we attract 
p 0 ople from all over the world. 
Q. Why? 
A.. The great problems facing emerging na-
1fons is the matter of planning, inventorying, of 
planning and developing their resources. An in-
stitution which dedicates itself at the outset to 
this whole field becomes a particularly attrac-· 
tive institution to those who come from those 
countries of the world where science is so much 
i1 pait of their development at this stage. 
Q. UC has a great reputation for pursuits in 
U11e field of science. Is it, as some have suggested,. 
hJlCo science-oriented? 
A. I do not think so. I think that the repu-
tation which surrounds the University in areas 
of the physical sciences is due to the excellence 
of the work that is carried out here. This is the 
thing you read about. As a consequence, I think 
there is a tendency to overdraw this dimension. 
Q. Why do you say that? 
4 . 'The physical and biological sciences have 
develoned some very sophisticated tools to en-
able them to explore the areas of knowledge. I 
h~lieve that as tools are developed in the so-
rial sciences, in the years ahead here is where 
the sp~ctacui.2r advances ::ne going to be made. 
Q. People have forgotten the original great· 
reputation the University established was in the 
fiekll of agriculture. It was quite a few years ago. 
A. You're right. At the time when the nation 
needed a productive agriculture, the know-how to 
develop more per unit of land, people were very 
much aware of the contribution of the faculty 
from a.griculture. During World War II and sub-
sequently, the accomplishments in mathematics 
and physics and chemistry had particular relev-
"nce to the problems that we faced . 
Q. These contributions are now being made 
i1111 other fields? 
A. Take a look at what the physical sciences 
and the tools and technologies that they have 
you will find <!dvanc~s in the biological sciences, 
Here in the next decade, in possibly 50 years, 
you will find advances in the biological sciences. 
capturing the interest and imagination of people 
as the atomic af!e. the nuclear age did durin~ the 
pcist decade. '"' , ~ ~ 
Q. Will this lead to further conf'rol of disease? 
A. By unraveling the nature of genetic 
material, we are in a better position to affect 
their functions, to modify them so that in terms 
Book Exchange by Helicopter 
Continued From Page 24 tion of books, manuscripts, personal papers and 
family memcrnbilia, all related to the history 
Center is apprcpriate tu one of its important of Orange County. We expt•ct to be outstanding 
functions. in this fiel•.1." 
"The university librar) wm be a resource for 
the commumty as wc:ll as for the campus," says 
Smith. "This t_a~· long been University of Califor-
n ia policy, and there is in fact heavy use of library 
facilitie:; by _p_riv~te individuals <1nd business and 
ind.ust!'i.al firms at all campuses. 
·'Of cour:se, our primary mission is to serve 
the uni\'ersity . ar;d th1.1s some housekeeping rules 
wm. be nece·s::>:' ry to preserve this function. But 
]n gene-ral. m~r doors will be open to the com-
munity. ') 
Smith hopes also that bookish members of 
the commumty will keep the library in mind 
when their personal book collections outgrow 
ibefr shelv2s 
"We have already received a number of 
most welcome gifts," he reports, "and we're look-
]ng fornard h:)pefully to m:rny more ' 
A Friends Gf the Library group is organizing 
io encourage rnrh support of the library . Scienti-· 
fie and techr:.ic2! journals already are coming in 
from physic12ns and others. A retired school 
teacher in Three Ar~h Bay gave 300 volumes of 
fiction and education. Unsorted collections of 
rearly records uf OrangP- County pioneer families 
J-rnve found their way to thP. library. 
"A number of librarians in the country have 
;:J_greed that the univer~lty library will be the best 
place to gatbn local historic materials,'' Smith 
savs. '~We havP :1 lrearlv embarked on the collec-
DAllLY PwtOT U:"]lV[~SnYi DE:Ol!CA.TIOM ISSUE 
John E. Si.nith (''I like f he E in there; it's not 
much of a dic:;tinction but i1 's something") has to 
1 :ok back a long way to remember when he 
did not want to be a librarian. Upon his gradu-
CJtion in political science at UCLA in 1939 he 
r: iready had considerable pra':'.tical working li-
:rrary experiN~ce. A graduate year in the School 
0f Libnry Sdence at Berkeley earned him a li-
J rnry ce·rtificcitE; the following year. 
SubseqL!2nt libr<lry work was interrupted by 
Army service, and in 1946 Smith joined the 
UCLA library staff under the famed Dr. Law-
r ence Clark Powell to begin his climb in his pro-
fession. He organiz'2d the Industrial Relations 
Library at UCLA. and in 1949 was named head 
f acquisitions. a post he recalls with a collector s 
relish 
Smith served as head of the Santa Barbara 
Public Library from 1952 to 1961, for a valued 
break in his academic career, and then spent 
two years in Pakistan as advisor to a University 
of Southern California proj~ct in public adminis-
tration, building library collections in places 
where they wern previously unknown. He was 
tapped from this job last fall to join the UCI 
staff. 
"It's a wonderful, excitin,g thing to be do-
ing," he says. "I have always felt that the librar-
fan has a great opportunity to serve in the same 
way that the teacher can sNv~ - · in preserving 
of disease control, in terms of characterjstics of 
human physiology which can be modified or car-
r ected-if abnormal-there will be fantastic ad-· 
vances made in the biological sciences. The na~· _ 
tur e of learning, the nature of memory-these 
are things that are gradually being unfolded, 
and as you do this, you are beginning to produce 
the resources that will have major impact on how 
indivjrluals live together. 
Q. Can a University like UC~ be Hie b.?tse for 
ai modern, separate city? 
A. That deJ:>ends entirely upon the kind of 
inter-action and communication that develops 
between the campus and the city that comes into 
being about it. And the only way that the Uni-· 
versity can contribute to the building of this 
city is through the transmission of ideas. 
Q. Can you illustrate this? 
A. Agriculture in this country is what it is 
today because the lag-time between the genera-· 
tion of an idea by agricultural scientists and it,.. 
application, has been very short. In some :a-· 
stances there is no lag time because the man in 
the agricultural industry has been prepared to 
take an idea that a scientist is working on on tne 
campus and apply it before the scientist is quite 
. . prepared to say he is sure it works. This is 
where private enterprise is willing to take the 
calculated risk. 
Q, This same idea can be applied in ot·her 
fields? 
A T """' l'lAl'1i'lo1•r1arl fh'lf 'l<' naA1"\1a. nr1 th1" r" • .I.. O.J.lJ. '--VJ.J.'-...\,...J. .l.l\..-\..l. LJ.J.Ut.. (.(.::J pvvpJ."-' VJ..l LIU . ..:> 
campus explore ideas related to organizations of 
government, of political institutions, of economic 
organizations, that it flow to people off campus 
so that they may choose from a series of alterna-· 
tives which they feel best meet the needs of 
their organization. 
LIBRARIAN SMffH 
the landmarks of our culture. and in passing 
them on to the future. 
"And there's another reason ifs exciting, 
too," he twinkles. "Imagine, colleding a mil1ion 
books! I wouldn't trade jobs with anybody." 
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0" llM Daily Pilot Staff 
There'll be no ivory tn\\·ers at the University 
of C::i11l'llrnia. Irvine. 
Research s.Jentists. traditionally consid-
ered an aloof 1<1t, will be very much a part oi: 
the milling throug-no musty, cloistered con· 
fines for them. 
So says De Edward A . Steinhaus, buoyant. 
be.spectacled dean of UCI's Division of Biological 
Science;. 
"We want to dispel that tendency on the 
p11rt of the public to think of sdenHsts as people 
w'ho disapn<'ar ir:to i V('ifV towers. Our work wm 
br, connucterl in anvthin.e; but seclusion," de· 
clares the L19-vec:ir-olrl de~:i.11 , who is himself a 
renoT•rnr~fl "ntvinoloe-ist . 
·-rhat wo.~k will he~i11 Jnly 1, when the doors 
of a ~ ·~oo,ono forultv rr:earrh center open, 
rrwrr. than a ve.:n- hP.fnre the official opening o[ 
the fY1111ti-millicn dollar can ipus. 
Tbe cP-ntrr . a onc-storv nrefabricated ste2l 
structure ]nrate:i behind l fCI's administrative 
offices nn s~.:i.c. Joaquin Ro<irl. will serve as tem· 
nonrv .h~arl.nHarters for the school's science 
fac11ltv NP~t VC"3r. Dr. Ste~nhaus and staff wm 
park up :mrl. movP in~o a pacious, five-story, $2.8 
million N::i.tural Sciences building now under 
const1·nctio11 :it tl 1e canrnus site a mile away. 
WJ1y the orie-yem iump on the rest of. th~ 
· camp11s? 
"Many ot tne p~ople we've hired are kne · 
deep in r.011ti.nuing research orojects," Dr. Stein -
haus exnJains. "We couldn1t have gntten them if, 
they had to ddav their work for a year. " 
Among tl1ese pro.iects is a study, financed 
·by~a 2750,000 federal government grant, on the 
causes r.f dis·eiasc in invertebrate· animals--:from 
bu!!s to snorn?:P~. Dr. Steinhaus himself is head-
ing th1s resea.r<::h. 
He antir.ipat~d a layman's obvious query: 
Why ~'lend t<-1x ~ollars on sick insects? 
"Among practicrtl apolications of our find .. 
ings," he P-xplains, "are the control of harmful 
insects. without the. use of toxic chemicals, and 
t he p1·eveniion of disease in b¢11eficial speciesy 
uch ;::i) honey bees and silk worms.,, 
Th~ pruiects of 1-iis associ.ates .are. as fas·  
cinating. 
Dr~ Jamt:~ L. Md.;augh, a young psychobio.l-
ogist fr0m the University of Oregon, will set up 
a l3 '1 in 1 he re-search center to continue reisearch 
in thf' field of brain functions in learning and 
memorv. Also aided by a government grant, 
he'll '"''·frk with rats and cats. 
ThP cats will be ke.11t outside the research 
center in a large cat age. "Better make that 
'feline f cility' ;" D e a n teinhaus realliteratedl 
prof ""'"'nria1ly. 
Whv do grunioti r rn. bears hibernate and 
certai 11 worms in India mate only by the light o[ 
the .,ilverv moon? 
It's the result nf a Dhenomenon known as 
'biolo0·iral clock: n And Dr. Grover C. Steiphens, 
late of the University of Minnesota, will try to 
find 011t wliat makes th :'clocks" tick in his 
rese')_,..cb at UCL 
Dr. Steinhau pnint:; cut that UCI is an 
idPaliv located camp1ts for Dr. Stephens' re-
search. He'll. be worhng ·pecifically with ma-· 
rine 1rlVerte brate anima t:-. 
No, the professor wiU not be .ioining hordes 
of te~n-agers down at the beach during periodic 
grunion runs "Grun1on, have backbones: they1re 
vertehrates." ~ays Dr. Steinhaus. 
A particularly vital st 11dy will be conducted!. 
bv D·r . .Tohn J. Holland, a b1~illiant young micro-
biologist who has b. en wooed away from the 
UnivP-rsity of Washim~'ton faculty . At UCI, he'U 
contin.ue his probe into the synth0sis of DNA 
( deo~vrihonurleic acid) during the infection of 
t issu"' cells by such viruses as poliomyelitis. 
M:1ch of the work in UCl's laboratories wiH 
be purP. research, according to Dr. Steinhaus. 
(''l'he prnctical anp!ication of the biological 
and physical re sea rr:h scientist's discoveries is 
\FIRST PROJECT - Dr. Edward A. Stein-
haus' t r a y of silkworms will be used in 
$750,000 study of diseases of invertebratea 
- first research project of UCI's Faculty 
Reseair1ch Center when it opens in July. 
something he doesn't worry about," says the 
UCI division chief. "He just knows that there wiH 
be a use. I guess it goes bC1ck to that old expres·· 
sion: "What good is a baby?' " 
Fo ose Who Never Quit Learning 
Somewhere inside the vast, 1,510-acre cam· 
pus of the Unj versity of Califo:rn1a Irvine will be 
another university of more than 14,500 students. 
This is Extension, an ammalous member 
of the University family, which with a new cam .. 
pus here will play a greater r:lle in the lives of 
Onnge Coast ref.idents who wish to continue 
their educatwn beyond the collegiate or post-
graduate level. 
Curre!1tly e:1rolled in Extension profossion-
al pro-grams throughout the state are one out 
of every three lawyers, one out of every five 
dentists, one out of every six doctors, one out 
of every ei,2:ht engineers. and one out of every 
twelvP teacher~. 
The servL;ef of Extensjon are utilized by a 
voun_g but f:'ducated grouo of oeople. Median 
age of those enrolled is about 32; two of three 
are men and three ont of five are married. 
Nearly three ~·ut of five have a bachelor's degre0 
or above and are in a professional OT semi·-pro-
fessimrnl ocrupation. 
The statewjde Extension program, born in 
1391 and one of the oldest such education s·erv-
Ir"·:_ in the rnu.ntry is not an "extension of1' 
wnat the University offer5 a full-time student 
during daybme hours. Nor does it attempt to 
duplic.8te the valuable services offered by adult 
edt!catj(111 PL")gr;ll11~ in high schools or junior 
"n1le2:es. 
·'-·tcnsil•I. is an ~enc\t for planning, admin-
By NORMAINI ANDERSON 
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istrating and cc.;ordinating the non-resident of.. 
ferings oif the University. The five principal 
methon.·-; used in presenting the program are: 
clas.ses. both on and off campuses; correspond-
ence courses, conJerr.nces and special activities1 
pub1ir lectures, ci.nd educational mot.ion pictures. 
Programs offered by Extension are designed 
to provide engineers, businessmen, teachers and 
other nrofessioncil men and women with an op .. 
portunity to advance in their specialized fields 
and for the educated ridult to hroaden his intel-
lectL1::i1 :md cultural horizons. 
Extension is not new to Orange County . .Us 
impact was felt long ago. It increased from four 
coursr,s in 1952 to 116 in 1'962. But as faculty 
members bec1ome available 9n the Irvine campus~ 
they wlll parEdpate Jn the planning and teach-
ing of extension clJ.sses. As soon as faciliUe.3 
beer@~ available, the Extension office and many 
of the evening extension classes will move to the 
Irvine campus and · probahly within a year a 
director of Extension will be appointed to han· 
dle those services offered through UCL 
At present most classes are scheduled a1t 
Buena Park High School but oveT the past year 
an increasing numb~r of courses, lecture series 
and vrnrkshop~ have been scheduled in the 
Harbor Arerl, primarilv through demands of local 
professional people. This year the summer pro-
gram in the Harhor Areas offers advanced cours-
s ~n educaEon and a .special film series. 
"'AGE~-· DAllL Y JPjlOT UNIVERSllT1 IDIEDKATIOM ~SSUE 
ExtensiG!l offers courses covering virtually 
every university subject ranging from technical 
courses such a:. astrodynamics to such spedal· 
iwd pnblems as HWill Transportation Fashion. 
a New Bay Area?" There are offerings in "PhU.-
osophies," "Religious Attitudes," "Moral and 
Ethical Concept~," (which Extension has found 
to be perennial favorites of adult Californians.) 
Extension is involved in publishing, among 
other thin.gs. It also produces films, working 
closely with . national organizaHons. 
On a community level can be found such. 
Extension services as special programs in the 
fields of art, music and drama, and lecture se .. 
rieis, in addition to general Extension courses 
offered for additional orofes·shnal training. 
Dnring the past 10 years, the demands o[ 
professionals and postgraduates have brought 
Extensicn to innovate a Certificate Program for 
those who wish to k:~ep abreast af their rapidly 
oharniing fields. 
N0w offered in integrated course sequence; 
by Extcns.i.on are bank management, business, 
business management, program for technical 
personnel, cily planning, executive program ih 
business management, industrial relationsy 
medica1 care administration, nuclear technology 
numerir.al anc.lysi , prodndion management1 
propulsion and power conversion sysitems, re~ f 
estate and social servic ·s. 
T~IU)R.SDA Y, JUNE HK H 
The bank that does a little more for you 
like leaving no stone unturned to find the answer 
Uncovering ever·y possibility to find the right solution to your banking 
needs is more than policy at UCB. It's everyday practice. Just one of 
cou.ntless ways each customer gets more, like the extra knowledge 
and skill of United California Bank managers and officers whq serve 
you better because they are an active part of your community. And 
there's more for you in other ways, too - like personal attention and 
extra care and accuracy In the handling of your affairs, Come in 
and discover ~the ways you get more at United California Bank. 
UNITED CALIFORNIA BAN'K 
COSTA MESA: Harbor Blvd. and Baker Ave. • HUNTINGTON BEACH: 309 Main St 4l Edinger Ave. ~nd Beach Blvdlt) 
NEWPORT BEACH: 2712 West Coast Highway e CORONA DEL MAR: 314 ], East. Coast Highway 
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SOME FAST, FASCINATING FACTS ABOUT UC/ 
Initial enrollment: 1,000 students in Sep· 
tember 1965 
First £:mploye: L. E. Cox, who became head 
of UCI b.isiness aci.ivitie~ in July 1961. His title 
was later ehanged to vice chancellor for busi-
ner;s and fi.rtance. 
First classes: Actually, already held - by 
UCLA archeolugy depruiment, which, in sum-
mer of 1963. uncovered artifact~ left on UCI site 
by Gabr;.':'.'liuo Indians. 
Centrun: A 300-foot bell tcwer to be located 
at center of ;ampus. Constrnct.ion is dependent 
on private ~or.tribntions. 
lntel'im Cffice: Ne:ie intersection of Paular-
ino and San Joaquin Roads off MacArthur Bou-
levard kst r·ast of Orange County Airport. 
Telephone: ( 714) 546-1500 
Mailing address: Univer~11 y of California, 
Irvh1e, ·Irdne, California. Actually, campus is 
five mifas· from Cf)mmmtity 0f Irvine located off 
Sanla An::l fr'rf'eway near El Toro, MCAS~ 
FIRST SCHOLARSHIP: Donated by 
Fine Arts Patrons nf Newport Beach for 
undergradu ... tes who show promise as 
artists. 
Student housing: A cluster of eight residence 
cottages for 400 single student will be completed 
in the fa1l cf 1965. One hundred apartments fo r 
married. s:tud0nts and faculty will be ready in 
the spring of 1966. 
Research facilities: A $190.000 faculty re. 
seru·ch crnter will be ready this summer :Jt 
Int~rim Office site. O!le-story, 11,400-square-
foot cent~r will include 14 labnratories. 
Nick n ~me: 'Buffaloes?'' 'Bears? '• 
' 'Toros?'' "R?ncheros?" No~ody knows. Selec-
tion will hi! up to charter stuclfmts. 
Pn1dden Scholarship: Engineering scholar .. 
ship established in mcmo1·y of George H. 
Prudden, a~ 2.viatbn. pioneer '\\ho designed the 
nation's ti,·st all-metal airplane. He died in 
.January 1~4 in Newport Bea,"'h. 
Admission: Applications will be accepted 
after Oct. 1, 1964. Deadline for opening semester 
a.pplicatior:~ is July 15, W65. 
ALl.JMNl: None, of course, but aJumni 
of other UC campus~s living iu Oraoge 




Continued From Page 10 
old man of the detachment. He became ~n in-
structor :in B-24's and B-29's. 
Dr. Hinderaker's first acquaintance with 
California was on test duty at China Lake. Sub-
sequently, he took his discharge at McClellan 
Field, Sacrar.1ento. 
He paused briefly in California, consider-
:ing Stan~ord as the place to earn his doctor's 
degree, but Minnesota and its university drew 
him home. 
When Dr. Hinderaker speaks of home, his 
blue eyes sparkle behind their glasses, and his 
:face, a pleasant, roundish face with slightly up-
turned nose, lights up. He speaks fondly of Hen-
dricks in Lincoln County where he was born 
on April 29, 1916, the •Jldest of three children of 
'· · ·,erinteodent of schools. Hendricks today 
- - -·- - --
Location: Campus is th1·ee miles inland 
from Corc;na del Mar. It consists of 1,000 acre~ 
in rolling San Joaq11.in Hills. Land was donated 
by Irvine Cu. Another 510 ar.res was purchased 
by U.C. Regents in January 1964 for $6,500 an 
acre. 
Faculty: Ifiitial staff of 105. 
Library: Basic 75,000 volumes in 1965; esti-
mat~ 250,000 volllmes by 1970; 500,000 by 1975. 
How t~ get there: Enb'an<:e to campus is by 
University Drive off MacArthur Boulevard just 
~outb of Palisades Road. 
Sports: First intercollegfale athletic event 
scheduleri is a home basketball game against 
-UC. Rivcrsidr, Dec. 3, 1965. 
is pretty much as he remembers it. In 1916 its 
population was 750; today it is approaching BOO. 
Like his s011. Mark, 17, an avid surfer and 
swimmer and salutatorian at Corona del Mar 
High School, Ivan Hinderaker's life centered 
around th~ water, in this case a small lake. 
Ivan Hinderaker was at the state university 
w_hen he met his future wife, Evelyn "Birk" 
Birkholz, also a graduate student. She was from 
Hibbing, Minn. 
· They were married in 1941. six months be· 
fore Pearl Harbor. 
In 1940, while working for his master's de·-
gree in public administration, Hinderaker, ran 
for the staite Assembly as the .Republican candi-
date from Lincoln County. His campaign was 
conducted from a 1930 Plymouth he had bought 
for $55. 
He won, and found himself in the Legisfa.· 
ture at the age of 24. But he was not the young-
est man there; a classmate from Minnesota also 
campaigned and was elected at the age of 23. 
Both served two~year terms. 
Dr. Hinderaker joined the new qniversity 
DAILY PILOT UNIVERSITY DIEDICA TION ~SSUIE 
Alma Mater: Words and music already . 
mitted hy Frederick M. Barnes of Corona 
.:Mar Subject t.o approval by charter studen1 
Collection: About 1,500 volumes of the 
vate libr~ry of Victor J. Loly of Anaheim f 
he en pm chai::ed, including samples of Else 
Press which flourished in 18th century. 
PASTIME: Staff members now at I 
t~rim <)ffice spend much of tbeit· lunch ho1 
pitching horseshoes. Chancellor Aldrich b. 
been 'known to toss a ff'w ringers himself. 
UC: Established at Berkeley, 1868. 
Tuition: Free for students who have l 
1eg'31 residents of California for more tha1 
year prior to start of semester for which . t 
enroll~ B11t there is an incirlental fee of $£ 
semester for all students. · 
Cost: i1.bout $835 a scmes~er for a Califoi 
r~ ide.nt who lives in university housing. 
Autos: Central camous will be restricte1 
pedestrian :md. bicycle traffic. 
MEDICAL SCHOOL: Nothinf.! defini1 
yr.t. Hom~fnlly, one will be ~stablished l 
early 1970's. 
Research ?;rant: First was made by l 
Public He::ilth Service-$750,000 to study dfsec 
jn lower ~nimals. Prindpal investigator is 
E.iward Steinhaus, dean of biological scienc 
Course caf.alogue: Preliminary catalogm 
be published by September 1964 with a w 
detailed c~talogue to be av:.li!able in Janu 
196;1. 
Eventual enrollment: 27,500. 
First art object~ Charcoal drawing "Inc 
WheP,lwright'' by Millard Sheet3 was don atec 
Mr. and J.Vf.J's. B. N. Desenberg of Corona 
Mar. It is now hanging in Interim Office. 
First students: 'foo late , il you're thinl 
a~out beiP-~ the first to apply Applications 
already or. file from Richard C. Farrell of Hi 
icigten Beach (undergr:lduate) and Roy W. H 
of Laguna Be~ch (graduate). 
Site histo1·y: Officially approved July 1 
Deed recm'C!ed by Regents Jan. 20, 1961. · 
Shoes: Public Affairs Officer Brad Atw 
keeps an old pair in his office so he can cha 
for tours of dusty campus site 
two years ago and immediately moved to 
del lVIar from Culver City. 
The Harbor Area was not unknown 
Hinderaker when he moved there. His 
Theodore, and mother, Clara, had lived iJ 
Mesa and Corona del Mar for ten years 
ing Mr. Hinderaker's retirement from th 
dricks school system. Two years ago, M 
deraker died, and his widow moved to J 
World in Seal Beach, of which Dr. Hine 
.is now a warm booster. 
At 48, Dr. Hinderaker shows but fe, 
of aging - a few touches of gray in h'. 
brown and thinning hair, a six-foot fran 
now supports 180 pounds instead of h: 
school basketball team weight of 160. m 
in excellent condition with his own speci 
men, a 200-yard swim before work, afte1 
and , if possible, before retiring. 
Until recently, he smoked cigarettes, 
pparently has given up this habit, ac~ 
tn his office staff. 
THURSDAY1 JUN 
IWIWAYAYAVAW~•tw•l•-,;wM1WmAYA~lYAftAYtW,WAff,~Ar,~«t•lr•lfAY-; 
lleople ... rnore and rnore peoplXeeding new homes, new schools, new shop ... 
ping centers, new parks, new business opportunities.~PEOPLE, needing help in the 
purchase of living space, in the guardianship of their hard-won savings. ~ TO THEM 
-a wholehearted Welconie . .. from Laguna Federal Savings, Orange County's 
largest federally chartered, independent savings and loan association.~ Laguna Federal 
Savings' gTowth has been possible because of PEOP E, because of PEOPLE's faith 
in its sound principles and conservative management.,. With over one hundred million 
dollars in assets, Laguna Federal Savings is now planning another new branch, opening 
in July, at Laguna Niguel's beautiful shopping center in Monarch Bay Plaza . . ~_~ . 
260 OCEAN AVENUE, LAGUNA BEACH-• Phone HVatt 4-7541 
BRANCHES: 
601 N. El Camino Real, San Clemente • Phone· I Monarch Bay Plaza, Laguna Niguel, So. Laguna 
HYacinth 2-1195 (OPENING JULY, 1964) 
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SKYWA.RD 
·-our glorious land to-day, 
'Neath Education's sway) 
Soars upward still." 
These words were written in ] 832 by Samuel Francis Smith. l'hey are the 
opening lines of the second stanza of a poem he chose to title simply, "America': 
Mr. Smith's entire poem was set to music. Though now refeued to as a 
"discarded stanza," the impetus of poet Smith's thought, so simply yet beatulifully 
put, withstood time. Now, after more than 100 years, Education has come to be 
recogll1lized as a major resource on which our country can r_ely. 
As we commemorate the IOOth anniversary of The Irvine Ranch we con~ 
template history which reflects great cultural movements originating from indi-
vidual mental growth. Therefore, it is our belief that the greater the number 
nf those having opportunities to become culturally influenced in the community's 
atmosphere, the stronger aml more lasting the social order will be. 
A Cenh·um on the Campus of the University of California, Irvine-· confi-
dently reaching for the sky- could forever be a reminder that it is through 
education that America itself wiU soar upward. 
We feel privileged to have donated the 1,000-acre campus to the University. 
In this, our centennial year, we are aclditionally engaged iii an er.a of magnffi-
cent developments encompassing space age facilities, residential communities," -
unlimited recreational opportunities, commercial centers and agricultural expan-
sion to nourish a growing population. Our neighbors may be assured that our 
Master Plan for developing our properties also includes adequate provisions for 
educational institutions and cultural endeavors. 
Today and forever we fervently strive to be a good neighbor ~ml lo do our 
hare m seeing the Orangl' County community develop as a theatre foir active 
dtuzenship, for education amll for a meaningful personal life. 
THE IRVINE COMPAL JY 
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SEARCH FOR EXCELLENCE 
lJCI Looks to the East_, Fin.ts If!any Df Its Faculty .Need, 
:'The East i~ sending great segments of its 
populabon to California and we must have some 
of its faculty."-Dr. Clark Kerr, president of 
the University of California. 
UCI faculty recrniters are taking their cue 
from Dr. Kerr, but their quest for topflight aca-
demic talent covers the nation. 
Of the 15 faculty members who have signed 
on so far, 11 will be coming to UCI from schools 
outside of California. 
"We are searching for excellence in teach-
ing as well as in research and creative activi-
ties," says Chancellor Daniel G. Aldrich Jr. 
His chief recruiter, Dr. Ivan H. Hinderaker, 
v.ice chanoellcr for academic affairs, is bent o 
bringing together a teaching faculty second_. t< 
none. 
UCI's teirllching staff will number 105 whe.11 
it opens its doors to about 950 undergraduate1 
and about 50 graduate students in Septembe 
1965. 
Most of the key faculty posts have bee 
filled. Still to be named, however, are the de1a~ 
of physical science1s and deans for the two pro 
f essional schuCJ.lli-engineering and administrai 
tion-which will form part of UCI's opening 
program. 
Brief sketches of faculty members not dis, 
cussed elsewhere in this pecial supplemen 
foll w. The comments are Dr. Aldrich's. 
!Dr. \Hazard Adams, professor of English and chairman of 
the En?;lish department; BA Princeton University, MA and 
PhD University of Washington, a Fulbright Research Scholar in 
Ireland 1962-tfa, now at Michigan State University. 
Dr. James l. McGaugh, professor of psychology a 
chairman for psychobiology: BA San Jose State College, I 
Berkeley, National Academy of Sciences Fellowship, nov 
University of Oregon. · 
"An outstanding scho~ar and teacher and an alrt\hi,odly 
on the Romantic pedocl and on 20th century \Eng~isin 
and Irish literature." 
11Dr. McGaugh has recently won a grant from 1 
Public Health Service ·to continue his outstan1 
search in the f~eld of brain -Functions." 
Dr. Clay·toin Garr ison, professor of dr3:ma ~nd dean of fine 
arts: BA and MA University of Southern Cahforma, PhD Stanford 
University, associate editor of "Educational Theater .Journal," 
Dr. Jack W. Peftason, professor of political science and dean 
of the College of Arts, Letters and Science: BA and MA Univers-
ity of Missouri, MA and PhD Princeton University, specialty is 
the American judicial system, has been dean of the College of 
Liberal Arts and Sciences at the University of Illinois since 1960. 
now at UC, Riverside. 
"Dr. Garrison is ideally qualified ~o !head our fine arts 
program which will be aimed at meeting prof ~ssional 
<standards." 
IDr. !Ralph W. Gerard, professor of biology and director of 
special studies: BS and PhD Univer~ity of Chicago, MD . Rush 
Medical College, a member of the Nat10nal Academy of Sciences 
and past president of the. Americ~n ~hysiological Society, .comes 
to UCI from the University of Michigan where he was director 
of laboratories for Mental Health Research Institute. 
"Author, scholar, ·teacher, administrator, physician-a 
rare man." 
Dr John .J. Holland professor of microbiology: BS Loyola 
Univer;ity of Los Angele~, PhD uqLA, ~he 1~63 Eli Lilly Award 
winner for exceptional research m microb10logy, now at the 
University of Washington. 
111A brilliant lecturer as well as one ,of the outstanding 
mkrobiologists in the United States." 
Dr. James G. March, professor of psychology and soclology 
and dean of social sciences: BA University of Wisconsin, PhD 
Yale University, a fellow at Stanford University's Center of Ad-
vanced Studies in the Behavioral Sciences 1955-56, to UCI from 
Carnegie Institute of Technology. 
''Dr. March has made maior contributions to the fields 
of sociology, anthropology, economics and political . ,, 
sc1~nte. 
Dr. Ar·thur J. Marder, professor o~ histo~y : P?D Harva~d 
University, 1941 winner of the American Hls!orical Asso~1a­
tion's George Louis Beer Prize! ~hree Gugge?heim Fellowships, 
:a recognized authority on British Naval hlstory, now at the 
University of Hawaii. 
"An outstanding scholar and teacher, particularly noted 
for his courses in the history of western dvilization." 
IDr. Samuel C. McCulloch, professor of history and dean of 
, ............... ·. ..... humanities: a native of Australia, PhD UCLA, Fulbright Research 
l;ll g~~i~~~~:'.~c~:~~~~~~'.~:~:~~::~~:~ :~;:~~~~~~~::;;;'. 
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and 19th century Bratish !Empire history and lis one 'Of 
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·"Recognized nationatly as afl outstanding educator and 
administrafor." 
Dr. f. Sherwood Rowland, professor of chemistry an 
man of the chemistry department: BA Ohio Wesleyan, J 
PhD University of Chicago, a Guggenheim Fellow, an 
, Energy Commission Fellow 1950-52, now at the Unive 
Kansas. 
110ne of the w!;rld1s leading authorities on the e 
radioactive decay on chemical systems." 
Dr. Edward A. Steinhaus, professor of biology and dean of 
biological sciences: BS North Dakota State University, PhD Ohio 
State University, a fellow of the American Academy of Micro-
biology, a fellow of the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, principal investigator for UCI's first research 
grant - $750,000 from the U.S. Public Health Service for studies 
of disease in lower animals - formerly chairman of the division "' 
of invertebrate pathology at UC, Berkeley. 
"One of ·the foremost insect pathologists in ·the world." 
Dr. Grover C. Stephens, professor of biology and are 
man for organismic biology: BA in mathematics, MA in phi 
and PhD in zoology Northwestern University, a specialis1 
study of marine animals, now at the University of Minne 
"His work has won recognition and high praise t 
'Gut ·the biological community." 
Dr. Fred M. Tonge, associate professor of administration: 
BS, PhD Carnegie Institute of Technology, doctoral dissertation 
won a Ford Foundation Award, to UCI from Carnegie Tech. 
1 'A computer expert with a broad background in both 
academic and business affairs/' 
!Dr. A. t Melden, professor of philosophy and chair 
the philosophy department: BA UCLA, MA Brown Uni 
PhD UC, Berkeley, Ford Foundation Fellow 1955-56, Gugg 
Fellow 1961-62, past president of the Pacific Division, Ar 
Philosophy Association, to UCI from the University of W 
ton. 
0 0ne of the foremost teachers and scholars wor 
Hae fields of ethics and the philosophy of human ; 
TIHURSDA Y1 JUN 
. ',· . --· -- .t 
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Roll Roye Bentle Facel Vega 
140 w. OA HWY. - NEWPOR1T BEACH - ll 8-,3466 
Summa cum laude. Many covet it .. Few earn this exceptional 
graduate's lauref of highest distinction. On one day not too dis-
. f·ani· the University of California at Irvine, being ·de·dieated here 
f·oday, will b'estow upon its extraordinary scholars this supreme 
reeognH ion cf near· perfection. We, ioo, at First Feder at Savings, 
ll'Y DElDICA.l'IC ISSUE 
Opening about Seotember 15, 
summa cum · laude 
constantly strive to offer savings service and facilities of exce l-
lence f al" b'eyond the norm. Our new Costa Mesa1 office, to- be 
completeCI about September 151 will, we believe, be, worthy of 
its own "summa cum laude" from the community it is proud to 
serve~ 
IRST FEDERAL SAVINGS 
And Loan Association of Alhambra • Since 1925 
Assets Over $165 Million A. G. Kruse, Pre sident 
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Kaiser Industries Corp. 
!Donald _ H. Mclaughlin 
S_a~ Francisco 
l!loar;d Chairman 
1-iom~st;ake Mining Co. 
Sam~,I B. Mosher 
1 ~as Angeles 
ll o·ilf~ Charman, Signal Oil .&. 'Gas C~. 
'.' 
William E. ForbH 
Los An!llles - ttresldant 
Southe~n Callf•rl)la Music: (:1». . 
Glenn M. Anderson 
Sacramento 
Lieutemint Governor 
Dr. Clark Kerr 
aerkelev 
President, University of California 
Edward W. Carter 
Los Angeles 
President 
Broadway-Hale Stores, Inc. 
John E. Canaday 
Burbank 
Vice President 
Lockh•ed Aircraft Corp . 
William M. Roth 
sausalit• 
~acific National Life Assurane1 C•. 
Jesse M. Unruh 
Inglewood 
.Assembly Speilker 
Or. Max Rafferty 
Sacramento 
State Superintendent 
<tf Public Instruction 
24 DISTINGUISHED · 
CALIFORNIANS 
The Board of Regents 
Powers of government and operation of the Uni-
versity of California are entrusted by the state con-
stitution to the Regents of the University, a public 
corporation. Created by the Legislature in 1868, the 
Board of Regents was made an independent depart-
ment of the state by the constitution of 1879 which 
gave the Regents "full powers of organization and 
government, subject only to such legislative control 
as may be necessary to assure compliance with the 
terms of the endowments of the University and the 
security of its fu.nds. " 
The constitution also provides that: "The Un{.':, 
versity shall be entirely independent of all political or· ~ 
sectarian influence and kept free therefrom in the , 
appointment of its Regents and in the administration :. 
of its affairs ... " 
Jesse w.· Tapp 
Los Angeles 
lond Chairman, Bank of America 
Edwin W. Pauley 
Los Angeles 
!"resident, Pauley Pelroleum, Inc. 
The Board of Regents is composed of 24 mem-_ 
bers, 16 of them appointed by the governor of the 
state for 16-year staggered terms and 8 of them ,ex 
officio: the governor, lieutenant governor, the speaker 
of the Assembly, the presi~ent of the state B.oard of 
Agriculture , the presi4ent 9"f the Mechanfcs In.stitute 
of San.Francisco, th~ presid~nt of the Alumni _Associa· 
tion of the University of California (presidents of 
alum·ni associations on the Berkeley and Los Angeles 
campuses 'serve in alternate years) , the state Superin-
tendent . of Public Instruction, and the president of 
the University. 
Mrs. Dorothy B. Chandler 
Officer s of the Regents include the governor of 
California who is president, a chairman, a secretary, 
, a trep.surer .. and a, general .coun$eL The presicj~nt of _the , 
University is the executive head of the University :fn 
all departments. · 
Items for Regent action usually are·. introduced 
by the president of the University or an officer of the. 
Regents through. . one of . the_ organized committees, 
which currentiy consist . of Agriculture, Audit, Educa-
tional Policy. Finance and Grounds and Buildings.· • 
The pdsident of the boar d (the govet rior), • the ·i .. 
chairman, and the president .of the University ·ar e .. . , 
members ex officio of all c<;>mmittees except the Com· 
mittee on Audit. · 
'rhe Regents meet monthly, (except for August) ~ ·  
rotating among the U. C. campuses. 
Mrs. Elinor Raas Heller 
Atherton 
Civic Worker 
F reder.ick G. Dutton 
San Mateo 
Asst. 'Stcretary •f Slat• 
Los Angeles 
Viet Presid<? nl, Times-Mirror Co. 
Philip L. Boyd 
Riverside 
Rul estate Executive 
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l'he· .Cost-a Mesa Chamber of Commerce, speaking a~ the ''VOICE: OF: 
l1USINESS19 for Costa Mesia'!> CommerciafN lndusfriar, Professional and 
Service firms" realizes that the development of the University of Cali·· 
fornici~ if.vine will be one of the 9re.-test 1Ssesfs of' all time to our fad 
~rowing community .... W ~i .as an integral part of this greaf Harbor 
•Weil~ ~ook forward to the opp'>rfunity of participating in the Dedication 
Md the devefopmenf· of this Institution of learning ... We pledge our 
c~copet'C\fioo in the year$ ahe~d fo the Chancellor and Faculty in all 
ildiviti~! that will enhance the value of the UniversHy fo i·he Harbor 
c'lf't)ti~ to Oriln9e .C~unty" to f·he State of Ccilif'ornie1 i1nd to the naifon ., ., .. 
COST1A MES 
Chamber of · Commerce 
:._ __________________________________________________ ..... _________ ..._ ____________________________________ ------. 
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As The University Of California 
Grows With Ifs New Orange County Facilities 
So, Also, 
Grows Your Local Chevrolet Dealer 
Our New Facilities 
At Harbor and Adams 
Now Under Construction 
Will be Open fo Serve You 
August I 1 1964 
And Will Be Geared To 
Our Area's Dynamic future. 
UCI and the 
will surround iU 
sured an adeo 
supply throug 
mUlion San Joa 
voir now und€ 
tion in the hills 
the UCI campu 
lion-o·allon res 
will serve the 1 
munities of Cos 
Huntington Bea 
suppHed by th 
tan Water Dis 
Orange County 
2. MWD will 




will be held }J 
earth and roe 
(top of photo) 
voir was design 
M. Montgome. 
ing Engineers, 
adena and is b 




(Presently Miller-Connell Chevrolet - 1000 W. Coast Hwy., Newport Beach) 
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U(;l's Past,· Present 
And Future Promise 
Continued from Page 3 
was more nearly level could be almost as 
acceptable. 
We went to work again on the Regents. 
It would be wrong, here, not to mention 
the unselfish help of five men. Carrying on a 
long effort costs money as well as time. The 
DAILY PILOT provided most of the financing 
(anonymously, incidentally) but Howard Law .. 
son, and Walter Mellott each volunteered $500. 
C. A. "Cap" Ragan who had a small restau-
' ' • 
. -- - ~ - ~ - - - -- - -
Be a Friend 
of f·he University of CaliforniaH Irvine 
Enroll in the' Friends of the University of Calif- R 
ornia of Oranae County. Whether or not you 
enrolled in 1959 or 1960, please fill out this 
B coupon and mail to Box 148, Costa Mesa, Calif·· 
ornia. 92627 No Money Required. 
Name 111 ••••••• •••••••••••••••••• •ti ••••• ., ••• 
Street: Address , • , , ••••••••• , •••••••••••• • • 
D City •••• •••• •••• , • • • • • Telephone ••••••••• • 
IT 
VValter Burroughs, E. J .. ' 'Brick" Power, 
Chairman President 
·- -· - - -1 
rant in Corona del Mar thought that everyone 
should join in the effort and started a "pot" , .. :f-•1 a master lease on all but l,000 acres which would 
a voluntary donation of $25. So far as I know no be an ontright gift to the University. 
one else stepped forward . Again WP, thought we were beaten. All bu\ 
Joan. Brick Power and I had gone to tell her of 
'fwo other me-n who gave a big hand to the the development. 
effort were Senator John A. Murdy Jr. and As-
s'e>mblyman (now Congressman) Richard T. She was a tigress. 
Hanna. She demanded that A. J. McFadden get a 
l I 
telephone vote from the board of directors to of.. r 
Senator Murdy went with Brick and me to fer the entire 1,000 acres and to meet the other 
call on A. J. McFadden and urge the company requirements called out in the master plan. 
to give the whole thousand acres. Owners of 
competitive 5'ites were offering to do so. Again Mr. McFadden capitulated and the Univer-· 
we met with refusal but John kept pushing- sity received the offer. At the next meeting of the 
both on the company and the Regents llegents, the offer was accepted with only one Re-
gent votin~ no. 
Most hostile, at that time, of the Board of That, much abbreviated is the answer to the 
Regents was Gov. Pat Brown. Dick Hanna made question I have been asked so many times. Just 
him his spe·cial project. ·one comment: Even though, from our standpoint)' 
GOING UP_ One of the first units at UCI Well, it was a great fight. No need to detail the Regents who opposed the choice of the Irvi!le 'Yfil be th~ faculty research center, here g'et.. the pulling, the hauling, the move and counter site and the Irvine directors who opposed the gift 
ti.ng a gomg-over by Dr. Ivan Hinderaker, move. But the final ploy sihould be recorded. - w'ere wrong, they thought they were right. 
vice chancellor, academic affairs (left), and Just before we finally won, another group The important thing is that, no~ th~ campus 
Dr. F. Sherwood Rowlaind chairman of the offered to follow a suggestion of the governor's, is a fact, everyone seems to rec()gmze Jts great 
~-emistry department. R~search program acquire and add to its own holdings enough land potential value. 
,---1siiideiJiaii'leiidiioiiniiiPilaglieii3ii2ii. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiioiigiii· viieiitiihiieiisiitaiiteiii12ii'ii00ii0iiaiiciiriiesii, iithiieiiniitiioiitiiakiieiiibiiaciikiiliiiiiiiiiiiliiAnd everyone seems happy. 
·' ~ ... \ ... ~ .. 
Tl 
·wELCOME T-0 TH A OR· A EA 
' . 
. Our Belief in f'he future ·of Orange Count_y as a CuHura 
Community and Industrial GreC. hC.s led to the construe· 
Hon of Californiia's most · Unique Auto Mart to be known 
as 
~ . - ..,_.; 
2850 HARBOR BL VD~, 546-555 
-Presently OMEGA OlDSMOBllE · 1680 Newport Blv ., 548~3448 
uw e Are Never Safisfie Until You Are" 
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Lots of Reasons for ~ 
Ora11ge Coast leciders bubble with en-
thusiasm ove1 t~e prospect of a population, 
educational and cultural boom triggered by 
the rTnivc-1·~it:v of r alifornici , Irvine . 
But thf' enthusiasm is not entirely un-
resiraine~ ; rnrne recognize that the boom 
will bring with it mushr oomjng r esponsibili-
t ies fM civic lea<l 0 rship. 
This is brought out in the r esponse of 
prominent officials and residents to the ques-
tion: ''What kind of impact will UCI have on 
you r community or area of interest?" 
fT 0r"'s h< w thPV · rcpliPcl: 
Al TvN E. ALLEN, Orange County Su· 
pe··vnsor, Fifth Dlstric:t: "All through history, 
inst itutiorn: of hi ~i1 er edur.ation have had 
tremendous impact, imme<liate and long· 
f!(l nrrf'. Oli th.c. develonmcnt .-,f adiacent areas . 
urr will br r:o f'XC'~ntinn to th is rule. In fact , 
it is nrflba bl v r1P stln~d to influence Orange 
Cn 11 ri1v ano nartir.11larl y th" Fifth Supervisor-
j·it n~~· ··ir· t f rw 1 ()()f) v ~ rs tn come. " 
JOAN rnVlNE. ml.!. mbe r, Irvine Co . 
lb-o..,, ndl of d iirecfors: «In addition to being the 
lorlP'.>tone for Or:rnge Countv's educational 
an~ cuHL:rol activities. the University will 
m~h., ~ P.;rcat contributi on wward the stable 
exnan-:;inn of the indu strial base on which the 
('0'1"'~. ·~ <'" 1 '"''"" ; .., '""l l- 1" 0 inrr r·n1~ t deipend." 
rM\X .~t.f"~S"'·l.L. ~ 1"1f'ri11+endent, New-
IP'oirlt Harbor Union Hi g h School District: 
"'Ur.I wlll !"timulate the academic climate of 
th. Pnti1 e arf'a hf'cause it will make avail-
a hle to local teachers r esource material and 
th, 1.~oun:::el of imusmll ly competent people 
in mcinv spec~al fields. Jus t the shadow alone 
of tl:e ncoplr on tl1P 1WI hcultv will be an 
3r;~"'t tn 1)"'' r1 1r-irir·i '' 
REX BRA mT, Harbor Area art leader: 
'The impact on art circles will be largely in 
terms of thf kind of people the campus will 
attrnct . They '11 he the kind who make cul-
tur:il i=tdivities r 1)· thev'll want, expect and 
s1 •rr~'lrt uch activities. And it will be our 
responsibility to meet this high expectation 
bv meiAtiro: 1 brir r11ltuPl nf:>l:)ds.'' 
J. LEONARD SMITH, president, New· 
1p·o:r:t HE!d.H>r-Costa Mesa Board of Realtors: 
~r.T1he founding of UCI will mark the begin-
nin.g of a nr\.\ era in the well-rounded devel· 
oprr.ent of t.lw Co~ta Mes1-Newport Beach 
area. Whe1· we -;; 11 a ::tome, we don't sell 
nw rely land, brick, mortar and plaster; we 
sell thf' time11ities, as well. Other than church-
es. I c,qn think 0f no greater amenity than 
the influeucc of a first cl:1ss university on 
our <'o nun irn lty." · 
ROBER r WILSON, mayor of Costa Mesa: 
:r.Among o number of things, ~:mr area will 
boom with br a ins. UCI will result in the de-
velopm r:> nt cf research laboratories that will 
want t1) bP, locai ed close to a greiat univer· 
sitv. T h.erf' 'H be a big spurt in the gflowth 
of tlw 8 lec~rcnic industry here. But UCI will 
a lso br ing with it some political problems: it 
s" ms stl idenh ::i. lw avs .want a different type 
• n ~ w~ r nrnent. ,, 
KENNETH SAMPSON, manager, Orangt 
County Harbor District: "The new campus 
will add to Orange County's position as the 
tiquatic sp0rts center of the world. The heav .. 
iest impaet will be felt in competitive 
aquatic e:vents ~ ·Also, the relationship of the 
.campus tn Upper Newport Bay will pr ovide 
an iaeal bcation for scientific r esear ch in 
mar ine hkJogy and nwmography. It's high-
ly feasibl e that these scientific oppor tunities 
will mah the county the world ' s center o.f 
m arine " .. ..,, k -ration: 
DOYLE MILLER, Huntington Beach 
city manager: "All Southern California 
d bes will feel the impart of UCI. But it will 
be esperi:1.llV terrific in adiacent communi· 
t ies, such as ours. Our civic and social life 
will be v('rv much affected." 
ISABEL PEASE, Harbor Area dvi~ 
leader: "J+ will be a big 'shot in the ar m' to 
the a mbitj1.Jn of our chHdren. I feel this is 
already bdng r eflected in the attitude here 
pf elemPntcry and high schocl pupils toward 
high sr1~ ,...h rship." 
PAUL GRUBER, mayor of Newport 
Beach: " WP expect the university t o benefit 
virtUlallv all aspects of our community life. 
Cerfainlv the increase in population will add 
to husinf' ~ ;:' and t rade in general. We also 
£oresee and addition to our already heavy 
weekend be?·ch popula tion as the university 
grows." 
WI LLIAM MARTIN , mayor of Laguna 
Seach: "CPrtainly the proximity of the uni· 
V'ersitv w1Jl affect the traffic patterns of our 
city. Bevond that, we anticipate a great addi· 
tion to th P culture th.::tt already exists in 
Laguna." 
BRICK POWER, civic leader who wa:s 
instrumental in bringing UCI to Orainge 
Coun'tv: ·:Jn 10 years, when the campus 
r ounds itself out, it will be one of the great-
est not oniy in the United States, but in the 
world. So from an educational poin t of 
view, Orange County's position in the futu~·e 
will be comparable to tha t of any area rn 
the worH " 
JOHN VIBE RT, p reside nt , N ewpo1r1t 
Harbor Ch2mber of Commerce: "UCI will 
p rovide more than just an educational facil· 
ity; it will provide a nucleus of educatedl 
citi.?:ens w!10 ar e a ware of what the commu· 
nity off P. ·s in a busin(-\ss, social, cultur al and 
reicreatinnal sens1e. The students who are 
eiducaterl ther e will w::id to come back and 
live in ~hn area." 
ROBERT UNGER, Costa Mesa city malt'il·· 
ager: ·'The impact on the ~oonomy of Costa 
Mesa will be nothing but healthy. We're pre-
pared for a great dema1 din increased houS·· 
ing, cornmrrcial and recreational areas. 
Our pl:rnning is gearerl to UCI's, and theirs 
is gean~d to ours in a reciprocal agreement 
that will ·vork to 0ur mutu::il advantage." 
ROB'ERT COOP, Newport Beach G~f 
Man.ager: "As important as anything else wiU 
be the jmp:id felt from the number of highly.-
~ualifier1 UCI people who will staff special 
interest boards and be an integral part o[ 
thie commPnity's social. community and po-
litical Ji f~." 
P. · ,~. PALMER, chait'man, Newpo1r ~ .. 
B.albna S3vings & Loan Association board of 
diredor"s: " Our area's rapid gmwth has long 
been as~:nred, but UCI will add to it an ev·en 
greater element of quality and stability." 
ROY ANDERSEN, superintendent, New .. 
por't Beach Elementary School Disfriid: 
"There'~ no question that the caliber of the 
v niversit·1 will be beneficial to our lo.cal 
$.1choi0ls. Om teachers will have close a t hand 
Opportunities for further graduate work that 
they mu"t now pursue a t Fullerton and Or · 
:mge S ta1 r, colleges." 
DR. CARL BOSWELL, superinterufoJnl)tv 
Costa Me~a Union School Dis'trict: "The uni-
ver sity wil1 make a contribution right from 
the start when the new group of professors 
wh') live tn the community lend their help t o 
s'chool md church boards and to the PTA.n 
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WHIEIRE BUFFALO ROAMED - Star 
line of new university r ises on Irvine 
where only four years ago a herd of 1 
n tn (lorted for the to urist t r'ade) roan 
ll> On a Le· -ers' st 
; 
Me 
A university is nut judged entiJ 
the num ber of outstanding scholars 
heen able to attract to its faculty, b11 
one institution can boast more Nobe'. 
ates, more members of the National Ai 
of Sciences and mo ·e holders of C 
heim Fellowships than any other, it olJ 
a1d1s greatly to the stature of that 
-There are 10 Nobel laureates (Nob 
~inners) on the staff of the Unive1 
California, more than anv other ins 
in the world. · 
Nine are at Berkeley: Melvin 
Owen Chamberlain , William F . Giauq 
eritus), Glenn T. Se1aborg (on leave), 
A. Glaser, E d w i n H. McMillan, J 
Northurp (Emeritus) ErniJio Segre, ar 
dell M. Stanley. 
Two are at Sc n Diego: Harold 
nd Maria Goeppert Mayer. One is 
Ang les: Willard F. Libby. 
Eighty -two mern hers of the U Ii 
faculty are affiliated with the I 
Academy of Sciences - more than a1 
institution can boast. Harvard is 
Election to the academy is one of the 
honors t ha t can come to an A 
scientist. 
Guggenheim Fellowships, gra 
persons of highest capacity for scho 
search, have been awarded to 492 VJ 






om· new University of . Calif rnia, Irvine ! 
The dedication of our new University of California, frvine, marh the realization of 
a1 lifolong dream ... the culmination of years of effori' and i'he beginning 
of a new era of gr-cwth and development! 
We rtre proud and grateful to be part of the community sereded for i'his 
qreat new university and wish to express our appreciation to the Irvine Co. for fheir pad' 
In m"''·inq this dream a reality. 
We deeply appreciate the outstanding character of the men and women 
chosen to staff the University, to guide and produce the righi· kind of quality 
needed for leadership. Our thanks, ioo, to Dr. Dan Aldrich and his group who have 
accomplished so much in so short a time. 
Proud as we are of our business and our communiiy, we know f·hai· the new 
University and its staff will bring us far more of which fo be proud, in all 
i·haf' H will contribute to our community. 
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Thank you, Presiden~ Johnson, for coming. We, too, salute 
the University of California at Irvine, and we wish its faculty 
every success towards the creation of what is destined to 
become one of the nation's major universities .. 
·.I 
! Welcome to 
over S. ores ~ 
- ' 
d 'JP( rt 
Think of Newport Bay, Think of jt - sights and sounds; 
~he glistening beauty ·ot a trint yacht . . , the W!!.{mth 
of the .·un, the freshness of ~he ~ea breezes, •• the _ 
fights of the harbor at ni°ght. Think.o~ ~ home - your 
home - on ,upper Newport Bay. Think of Dover 
Shores , , . a world apart. · -
Dover Shores is a residential community of exclu-
sive single family homes and,homesites without equal 
in all of Newport-Balboa. Some homes are right o·n 
the Bay, and have private piers and yac~t slips. Oth~r 
homes are high atop Newport Bay's :t;:>over-like cliffs 
:and offer a spectacular~ unobstructed view of th 
Harbor, the Pacific Ocean and Catalina Island. 
These are magnificent custon\ homes. T-heir beauty 
i, enhanced by the bea~ty of Dover Shores itself, .• 
:a picturesque community with private beaches, land .. 
scaped parks, underground utilities, secluded streets 
•. . an ideal setting for family recreation and for . 
gracious entertaining. . · 
The Yacht Clubs and Country Clubs of ~ewport­
IBalboa ... and an exciting year-around schedule 'of 
social and cultural activity in one of the World's tl).O · 
famous and most fashionable communitie§,,. aw~it 
your pleasure at Dover Shores. So does e o 
you've wanted all your life. Come down toda;:. 
Bayfront and View Hornes 
from $70,000 to $200,000 
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1026 Santiago Drive, Newport Be ch, California 
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I ACCO EASlBLUFF, THE MOST OUTSTANDING NEW HOMIE 
VA UE ON. UPPER NEWPORT BAY! Family sized custom-quality 
homes on Newport Bay .•. moments from the fun of Newport-Balboa. One· 
story, two-story and split-revel modeTs with 3, 4, and 5 bedrooms; 2 and 3 
baths1 Spacious homesites with-alt utilities underground. Schools and 
snapping centers are nearby .•• and look what's included in each home's 
purchase price: Wall-to-wall carpeting in living room 1 hall and master bed .. 
room; a planted and landscaped front lawn with sprinklers; fireplacec an 
.atl·electric Medallio-n kitchen with dishwasher ... many more quality features. 
,. 
to$ 5, 0 
H TERMS TO MATCH 
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SLOW AS % OW 
CO EAS LU 
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